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CHAIRMAN:
We ended yesterday at page 14, article 14.
I am
told the lawyers would like to report on their progress.
If there is no objection I will allow them to do that .
.Z\DV CHASKALSON:

I think we should show you that we have

been able last night to do the amendments to Chapters 1, 2
and 3 and they are being typed and we will have a chance of
looking at that product ourselves this evening.

We think

that if everything goes well with your deliberations in the
sense that there are not large sections to rewrite, but
amendments to existing articles, that we will be in a position to let you have a draft final constitution within 24
hours of your last meeting, which means, for instance, that
if you were to finish this evening and if there were adequate typing facilities available to us, and we have set
them up, that you should be able to have a working document
by five o'clock tomorrow afternoon.

But everything will

depend really upon the extent of the changes which have to
be made and how the typing facilities keep pace with our
product, but we are right behind you at the moment.

So,

you should be able to get a document very soon after the
deliberations are over.
CHAIRMAN:

We start with article 14(1).

MR MUDGE:

I will now strictly stick to my notes to save

time,

I want to refer to subarticle (1).

All fundamental

freedoms enumerated in subarticle (l) may, over and above
the .... provisions of subarticle (2) only be exercised
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subject to the law of Namibia.

The law of Namibia not only

consists of the common and customary law, but also statutory law.

Now as subarticle (1) explicitly says, the

legislature and not only the National Assembly is at liberty to make any law, abolishing, diminishing or derogating
from any of those fundamental rights.

~he

full set of

qualifications should therefore be removed and the provision should be made that those freedoms may not be exercised in such a manner that they violate the rights of
another person.
CHAIRMAN:

Yesterday I supported that and I was told by the

lawyers we need that clause, because I was believing that
too, that you give with one hand and take with the other
one.

But yesterday it was said they are absolutely neces-

sary, that provision.
ADV CHASKALSON:

Yes, I think we did refer yesterday to

article 21 which said that any limitation and the formulation which we have in mind shall not negate the essential
content of any freedom and shall not be aimed at any particular individual and certain other restrictions.

But

there may have to be laws which will pose some limits on
the freedom of speech.

There are incitements to violence,

there are obscenity laws, there are many other laws which
may have to be passed.

The question of right of assembly,

you may have to assemble at a proper place, you may have to
get permission to hold a meeting on a particular open
ground, you may require permission to march through the

-

centre of a city.
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All those are matters which call for

regulation and as long as the regulating law doesn't negate
the freedom,

it is proper and acceptable in a democratic

society and the provision that the limitation shall not
negate the freedom,

is sufficient to enable people to go to

court to challenge laws which will have the effect of negating the freedom.

But unless there is some provision and

some structure for statutory limitation to be exercised on
some of these rights, it can lead to serious problems.
Y'!R MUDGE:

May I

just continue?

I must admit that knowing

that the honourable lawyer is a human rights lawyer,

I am

sure that he will not allow human rights to be violated, so
I do accept that if the other members have no problems with
that.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

The problem for us who are not lawyers is

a bit more complicated, because we talk to one lawyer, like
our colleagues here,

and then you talk to other lawyers who

claim to be constitutional specialists, and then they say
the way it stands it does open way for any law to infringe
upon the exercise of his rights.

My dilemma is to find a

clear formula which does not create confusion or vagueness
of some sort, so that the ordinary person in the street or
a man like myself can clearly understand these things.
sometimes when things are said and maybe there is a qualifying paragraph somewhere else at the bottom of the paper,
then it is difficult to relate.

I remember when we were

dealing with the question of AG 8, this was exactly one of

- 4 the problems.

It was written so well by specialists and

when you read one thing, it said refer to article 10, etc.,
and in the process you got lost.

So, if this can be sim-

plified by those who are more knowledgable so that it does
not look vague or confusing,

then I have no problem.

But

when you look at article 24, page 20, there is a paragraph
there, the first one on top, and if you take that out and
then start with "parliament" and then if these rights are
read in conjunction with that particular provision,
know whether that is permissible or not.

I don't

But all I am

concerned about is that in this document, as far as we can,
we should try to be very clear and specific on issues so
that we, the ordinary people, can understand our constitution.

If we have problems to relate these things to one

another,

I don't know how an ordinary person on the street

can understand these things.
I want to finish,

there was a story about Poland and

somebody said that the difference between the American and
Polish constitutions is that both provide for fundamental
rights, but the difference in the Polish one was that once
you begin to use those rights, the state is on top of you
Now I would like to avoid that situation.
PROF ERASMUS:

Can we try to respond to that by further

adding that what are the best examples to give, is to try
to point out to a system where you find this type of qualification and where it does work effectively.

One of the

most effective systems for the protection of freedoms you
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will find in the European Convention, and if you take a
look at their convention, you will find exactly the same
type of qualification.

It is very important to note that

subsection (2) on the top of page 15 has an additional requirement,

that the laws to be imposed for regulating and

laying down procedures must be measured up against another
qualification which is necessary in a democratic society,
and all these laws can be tested by the courts of the land
and that is the jurisprudence that is available in terms of
experiences elsewhere.

The courts go into these require-

ments, they go into the requirement that we have set out in
article 21, that the essence of the law must never be negated by ..
MR KATJIUONGUA:
PROF WIECHERS:

That will be included, that statement.
But aren't_ we really discussing something

that is not necessary?

As I understand, the main objection

is in 14(1), "which shall be exercised subject to the law
of Namibia."

That has to come out because it is qualified

in subsection (2).

It is only that which shall be exer-

cised, it is not necessary.
common law in subarticle (2).

One can make provision for the
So, all we want to get out

is "which shall be subject to the law of Namibia."
MR PRETORIUS:

I want to support the idea of Prof Wiechers

because I also have that problem, but I also want to support the honourable member Mr Katjiuongua that we will perhaps define the freedoms more in particular, but then I
must also plead guilty,

I think there is a very important
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society like ours which is emerging from apartheid and
various forms of discrimination is a very open arena for
discrimination in terms of association, because if you are
~oving

into a neighbourhood and that is taken to be in-

fringing on the right of people who have been living there
peacefully,

that would provide a legitimate basis for a

person to discriminate, and I think as it was explained by
the distinguished lawyers, the right of others should not
be used in the constitution.
for discrimination, I

I

have seen that as the basis

have seen that even here in Namibia

and in the United States.
to avoid.

I

I

think that we definitely have

am speaking specifically of the phraseology,

"as long as it does not impinge on the rights of others."
That very right is also protected by the constitution.

Why

should there be specific provision in the constitution to
be so selective in saying "others".
relation to whom?

Who are the others in

That is the whole question.

I

think it

can be negatively abused by those who have reason to discriminate against others or those who want to have very
exclusive institutions.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

First, I

think if we can agree, as Prof

Wiechers said, to remove that clause and then the other
things can apply, and therefore, in that article that was
referred to,

instead of "encroaching" we say "negating". I

think the point raised by Dr Tjitendero, if we have article
9, equality and freedom from discrimination, then nobody
can try to protect his rights by saying that he can dis-

-

criminate against you.
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That is always I also felt that

article 9 should be a non-derogable right as well.
MR RUPPEL:

I have two specific points in relation to sub-

paragraph (l)(e) which was previously touched on by the
honourable Mr Pretorius.

In the Universal Declaration for

Human Rights, article 20,

there is a right not to associa-

te.

=don't know how important that is, but ...

CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:
CHAIRMAN:

We are discussing the freedoms first.
Mr Pretorius touched on this.
But let's finish the point we are talking about.

DR TJIRIANGE:

I have no problem with what Mr Mudge sugges-

ted, that we remove the references to the law.

But I think

maybe we have to read very carefully, because all the concerns in my view of the honourable member are covered
there.

Whether you use that phrase that have been proposed

here, that the right does not be exercised in infringement
of other people's rights, that does not say anything, because at the end of the day, in order to determine that
your exercise of that right did not infringe upon somebody
else's rights, that will be determined still by the law.
So, therefore, whatever concerns we had are covered in
paragraph 2 of the same article, if we read carefully.

I

would rather suggest that we read that article carefully
and I am convinced that it is covered there, without going
into these vague phrases which eventually are all determined by the same law.

PROF ERASMUS:

I think the concern is covered.

I would like to plead that we leave that
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- 9 "subject to the law" in sub (l).

It simply covers the

existing position of the individual basically in common
law.

Your right with respect to property as protected in

common law, your personality, deformation,

things like that

and none of those principles contained in the law, whatever
the source, the law can come from several sources, statute
or common law, all of those are subject to the overriding
status of the constitution.

Somewhere there must be a

source outside this constitution indicating what the rights
of the individual are to property,
occupation.
by that.

to his integrity,

to his

It must be somewhere and that is what is meant
Subsection (2) qualifies the whole ambit of the

law in whatever form it comes and makes sure that regulation is to be guided by the content of the constitution,
that it will only be necessary in so far as it is to give
effect to this constitution.
PROF WIECHERS:

May I ask my colleague, if we take out in

subsection (2),

"nothing in subarticle (l) hereof shall

affect the operation of existing law", then it is covered
here.
CHAIRMAN:

Could I also suggest that we must respect demo-

cracy from now on.

If I look at the debate here,

the

majority of the people wants to retain that clause, including the lawyers, two are for and one against.
MR MUDGE:
meeting.

We haven't objected to the way you handle the
If you think that we had enough discussion, it is

in your hands.

But all I want to ask at this stage, I
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think there is a slight misunderstanding.

We are not ob-

jecting against the principle, we are objecting against the
formulation.

All we say is, we fully agree but we were

wondering whether provision cannot be made that by amending
subsection (2), that is all we were asking.

We even have

problems, why should existing laws be excluded?

I want

clarification, why should existing laws be excluded?

We

don't want violate the principle or in any way affect the
principle, all we were asking, if we leave out "subject to
the law" in subsection (1) and we amend subsection (2) to
make provision, then our problem is solved and the lawyers
seem to agree there.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think we understand the point and in our

draft we can address it.

We can put it into (2) and take

it out of (1), as long as the "subject to the existing law"
is there.
MR MUDGE:

And then I want to ask, Mr Katjiuongua yesterday

proposed the grouping of these freedoms.

For instance, why

should an alien have the right to leave and return to Namibia?

Just to mention an example.

If we want to write a

constitution I think we want to do it properly, and this
might not be important, but I think Mr Katjiuongua made a
proposal that the fundamental freedoms in (f),

(g),

(h) and

(i) in subarticle (1) cannot be conferred upon all persons.
ADV CHASKALSON:
qualification.

I think the answer to that lies in the
If the honourable member will have regard

to subparagraph (2), he will see that there is a need for

-
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laws, both existing and future, which are necessary in a
democratic society in the interest of the sovereignity and
integrity of Namibia.

There will be laws dealing with who

may enter and who may leave and that is one of the reasons
why you have to have "subject to law".

But if we put "sub-

ject to law" into the next paragraph, then what it becomes
possible for the legislature to do, is to have all that
body of laws which are necessary to protect the integrity,
the sovereignity,

the security of the state, public order,

decency or morality, contempt of court, deformation, incitement to offence, which are acceptable in a democratic
society and are required for those purposes, and those laws
then restrict that freedom.

So, an alien cannot say "I

wish to enter and leave" without complying with the immigration legislation applicable to aliens.

So you will find

with all of them that where non-citizens should have different rights to citizens, the legislature and the law will
cater for that in a manner which is acceptable in a democratic society.

I think that actually underlines why it is

absolutely essential that these freedoms should be regulated subject to law, but also the very important qualification, which is acceptable in a democratic society, and the
courts can ultimately come along, if there is a quarrel as
to whether that goes too far or not, and say that is not
acceptable in a democratic society and the courts will also
then have regard to international jurisprudence dealing
with this clause, which is a standard clause taken from the

- 12 European Convention.

When I say international jurispru-

dence, there may not be a case dealing with a particular
issue, but the jurisprudence has been built up over a
period of time.

So, it really caters for all those diffi-

culties.
MR STABY:

May I ask a question in this regard?

Somewhere

in the constitution we are making provision for the appointment of a commission to investigate all existing
legislation which was passed in the past decades.

Is that

affected at all by this phrase in paragraph (2) here,
"nothing in subarticle (1) hereof shall affect the operation of any existing law."
ADV CHASKALSON:

There is no conflict?

No conflict.

It won't affect the opera-

tion of any existing law whilst it remains a law.

It

doesn't mean that the law cannot subsequently be changed.
MR STABY:

It means only that that commission has to deal

very expeditiously with eliminating the undesirable parts
of the existing legislation.
MR BARNES:

A phrase in subarticle (2), if we can address

that now?
CHAIRMAN:

When we start jumping we get confused.

Article

14(1) is retained as it is, but it is agreed that when we
come to (2) they are going to include certain things.
ADV CHASKALSON:

We transfer "subject to law" from (1) to

(2 ) •

MR MUDGE:

On a point of order, is Mr Katjiuongua satisfied

with the reply that he got?

- 13 MR KATJIUONGUA:

Provisionally I am satisfied, subject to

what it looks like when it comes back.
Are you satisfied, Mr Angula?

CHAIRMAN:

Well, I have been denied my right to speak, but

MR ANGULA:

I will speak later.
I take exception to that.

CHAIRMAN:

MR HAMUTENYA:

I have a problem with what Mr Katjiuongua

I thought we were agreeing and moving on.

said.

Provi-

sionally, does that mean we are coming back to it again?
CHAIRMAN:

We are going to discuss it on page 15 anyway.

Article (l)(a).
(d).

Agreed.

(b) -agreed.

(c) -agreed.

Mr Pretorius, do you want to bring association in

here?
MR PRETORIUS:

My problem is, as it stands here it is not

as strong as the freedom of association and then not to
associate, as Mr Ruppel said.

I think that is a fundamen-

tal freedom.
Is there a way we can accommodate that fear?

CHAIRMAN:

ADV CHASKALSON:

The freedom of association generally means

the freedom to form political parties, the freedom to form
trade unions, private gatherings.
way in which it is manifested.

This is the effective

If we simply write in the

freedom of association, a court of law will interpret it to
mean what is stated here.
MR ANGULA:

I just wonder whether freedom of association

can also be associated with freedom to withdraw one's
labour.

We talked about the freedom to form unions and

- 14 Is there freedom to strike or to

that kind of thing.

withdraw one's labour?
MR KATJIUONGUA:
Erasmus.

I

just want to ask a question to Prof

I think Mr Pretorius' question also implies the

freedom to disassociate.
PROF WIECHERS:

Does it happen like that?

If I have the freedom to associate freely,

then it is part and parcel to say I don't want to assocate and I clear out.

So,

essence of to associate.

that right of disassociation is
If there is a feeling that in-

stead of form and join associations or unions, to my mind
one can just say freedom of association including.
MR RUPPEL:

I already referred to article 20 of the Univer-

sal Declaration for Human Rights, a bit premature, but I am
not going to make the same point again, it deals with the
right not to associate specifically.

But there is another

one, the right to form political parties, it is in the 1982
Principles and it is important, but I don't think it is
necessary to repeat it three times in this constitution.
It is in article 16(1) and it is in article 44(2) and I
think we must make up our minds where we put it, so that it
is there once and then we don't repeat it time and again.
MR STABY:

I was going to suggest that we delete "and

political parties" from (l)(e).
CHAIRMAN:

I had a petition from the trade unions who also

came to see me, the right to strike, is it a basic fundamental right?
ADV CHASKALSON:

Can I deal with that?

We did deal in our
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discussions with the question of the right to strike. You
could introduce a right to strike, but then subject to the
reasonable limitations of subarticle (2).

If that is done,

there may be industries in which in the national interest
vou don't permit a strike, and as long as that legislation
is permissible it then becomes workable.

The question is

whether the right to strike is ordinarily regulated by
industrial legislation.

Again you would have to have that

law to deal with it under sub (2).
MR KATJIUONGUA:

The right to strike, I was also concerned

about that because there are certain essential services
where it must be considered very carefully, for example
hospitals and things like that, but then the right to
strike on the other side, that is the workers, but on the
part of the employee normally and all over the world in
labour legislation, there is also the right of lock-out.
The worker has the right to withdraw his labour and also
the right to strike, but the employer also has the right to
lock out.

But that must be regulated by a labour code or

labour law.
PROF ERASMUS:

We are perfectly happy to write that into

the constitution, but I think you must take certain political consequences into account.
pointed out,

The honourable chairman has

if the people get the impression that you give

something with the one hand and you write into it they have
the right to strike, and two days later you get a law
limiting that right to strike and giving the employer the

- 16 right of locking out, that may have certain political consequences.

I just want to point that out.

What is done in

most countries that I know of, is that these things are
dealt with in a labour code.
MR ANGULA:

If we can put it in in a general way to say the

right to form trade unions and the right to withdraw one's
labour.
CHAIRMAN:

I think,

this country having problems of labour

disputes, people being denied and given up when they don't
work,

I think we must put it in, because a request from a

mass movement which is powerful was directed at the chairman of the Assembly and we have to heed that, and if you
can help us to put in somehow that people have the right to
withdraw their labour as a basic human right,

I think we

should do it.
PROF WIECHERS:

I want to come back to this party-political

freedom and I just want to point out, in my reading it is
not a repetition.

There are distinct principles.

If you

look at 44(2), it is a right of the members of the National
Assembly to form and joint political parties, a specific
category.

If you look at the political activities in

article 16, it is a right to form or join political parties.

That is part of your freedom of association.

What

is protected under 14 is more, it is for trade unions and
political parties, a freedom of association in its total
context, and exactly what I said that nobody can impel it
upon you to say in order to be this or that or reach that

- 17 you must be a member of the trade union or you must be
member of a political party, because then I would not rely
on article 14, but on my right to freedom of association
specifically as regards political parties.

So, it is not

the same thing.
CHAIRMAN:

I don't see that it takes away or adds, so we

can put it back really,
MR BARNES:
CHAIRMAN:

It doesn't add or detract.

Are we past the point of the right to strike?
Yes, they will draft it that the people have the

right to withhold their labour.
MR BARNES:

I am not against the principle, the only thing

is, as Mr Katjiuongua has said, it has to be a two-way
traffic and taking cognisance of essential services. But we
will look at that again within the final draft.
MR PRETORIUS:

I just want_ to make sure, will the lawyers

now rephrase this to accommodate my problem also, as Prof
Wiechers mentioned it, freedom of association including
etc., etc.
CHAIRMAN:
MR ANGULA:

Yes, they are going to do that.
I just want to say that when you are writing a

constitution, you must be aware that there will be national
laws.

There will be a labour code which will decide all

these things.

That is why we are saying subject to law.

This {s just a general principle that you have the right to
withdraw your labour.
CHAIRMAN:

I think this issue has been solved.

MR MUDGE:

Points (f),

(g),

Point (f)?

(h) and (i), the question I
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asked, does this apply to all persons?
CHAIRMAN:

All persons.

Aliens?

Aliens have the right to move

around the country if they are here, subject to law.
ment will be covered by immigration laws.
visas to come in.

Move-

They must have

Point (g) to (i) - agreed to.

?oint

(j )?

MR MUDGE:

Again the same problem that we have with the

joining of political parties.

In how many paragraphs do

you want to make provision for this?
principle, but does it belong here?
MEMBER:

I am in favour of the
It is a right.

Isn't (j) covered in article 15?

CHAIRMAN:
MR BARNES:

We take it out.

Article 14(2).

In 14{2) I quote:

" ... prevent the State from

making any law in so far as such law imposes reasonable
restrictions on the exercise of the rights and freedoms
conferred by the said subarticle."

Reasonable restric-

tions.
ADV CHASKALSON:

That has to be read with reasonable res-

trictions which are necessary in a democratic society in
the interest of the sovereignity and integrity of Namibia,
the security of the state, public order, decency or morality or in relation to contempt of court, deformation or
incitement to an offence.

The court will examine the res-

trictions, examine whether it is necessary in a democratic
society.
CHAIRMAN:

It is clear.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Agreed.

Article 15.

I am only concerned about the formulation

- 19 of Section (2).
CHAIRMAN:

Can we first deal with (1)?

MR ANGULA:

I am not sure what is meant by corporial and

incorporial.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think it is meant to make clear that all

property is excluded.
cation.

It is a legal,

technical classifi-

You divide according to law property into movable

and immovable.

Some people see movable property as things

you can hold in your hand.

Incoroorial is a right, it is

like a share in a company, an acknowledgement of debt, a
cheque or a bill of exchange, things like that.

It is

really a technical legal term intended to make clear that
all forms of property ...
it is necessary.

I don't think, strictly speaking,

We were told to make it absolutely clear

that all forms of property were there.

I suppose one could

write it in simpler language and say dispose of all forms
of property, immovable and movable.

That would be probably

be good enough.
MR STABY:

The right to ownership of property is qualified

in this clause,

"as parliament may enact, regard being had

to the resources and requirements of the expropriating
authorities, to the public interest and to what is fair in
all the circumstances to the expropriatee."

This seems to

us to be a qualification of the 1982 Principles.

In those

principles it was accepted by all parties that expropriation must be just and fair.

It did not refer to the re-

sources and the requirements of the expropriating autho-

-
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rity.
In 15(1) I have a problem with the fixing of

MR RUPPEL:

the qualification in the last line:
qualify for
mean?

~amibian

citizenship."

"Persons who do not
What does that really

Can't we make that clear and say "people who are not

citizens" or something easy to determine, because this one
is going to land us up in big problems administratively. It
doesn't make sense to me to have that sort or provision.
PROF KERINA:

I

just want to add a new sentence after

"acquire on and dispose of" - whether a sole owner or coowner of movable or immovable properties, etc.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think the honourable member's point is

taken by the words which follow which says,

"alone or in

association with others."
MR ANGULA:

I am coming tQ the point of Mr Ruppel.

I

thought this qualification of persons who do not qualify
for Namibian citizenship is to say there is a certain group
of people who qualify if they apply for Namibian citizenship.

For those people, in terms of property, you can con-

sider them more or less as being citizens.

I thought this

is what it means, unless I see a different reading.
MR RUPPEL:

No,

I look at it to administer this sort of

provision.

It will be virtually impossible to determine

whether somebody who would possibly qualify as a citizen
has applied for naturalisation, whether he would if he had
applied.

Every time we have to do this whole exercise in

an academic frame.

What in fact has happened is that the

'.
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person is not a citizen yet and then the test must be applied, if he would apply for naturalisation, would he be a
citizen or wouldn't he be a citizen.

It is just going to

be an administrative hurdle which is going to cause problems in administering this sort of provision.
problem,

That is my

and I think it should be clearly stated that this

right is either for citizens or it can be excluded from
non-citizens.

It makes it clear.

MR BESSINGER:

I am addressing myself to Comrade Ruppel,

to

this little phrase "who do not qualify for Namibian
citizenship."

Doesn't it also exclude foreigners who are

not even resident here?

Can one interpret it that way that

the drafters had in mind foreigners, because a foreigner
doesn't necessarily have to reside within the boundaries of
this territory,
DR TJIRIANGE:

an alien.
I think there is merits in what honourable

Ruppel is saying.

It will give a cumbersome process for

the administrative authorities, because actually the onus
is put on the administration to prove whether the person is
qualified or not, which I think is a bit unfair.

So,

I

think it is better to make it simple and straightforward in
the fashion that Ruppel has suggested and I don't think
there is any problem in doing so, unless the lawyers think
otherwise.

I think this is not really something we can

debate on,

it is just to make it easier and clearer for

administration.
MR ANGULA:

I have a query to our lawyers.

I just want to

- 22 be advised what implications this particular article will
have if you attempted to draft an investment code.

If you

were an investor somewhere, would you come here?
.1\.DV CHASKALSON:

I think it is actually that that is an

empowering provision.
lation.

It enables parliament to pass legis-

So, it doesn't actually say that property may not

be held by persons who aren't Namibian citizens.

It merely

empowers parliament to define in its investment code the
requirements that it may wish to impose for the ownership
of property by non-Namibian citizens.

So really,

it is an

empowering provision leaving it to parliament to do what it
decides to do and making clear that if it chooses to limit
property ownership in certain respects by persons who are
not Namibian citizens, it can do so.
CHAIRMAN:

It is clear now, it is agreed.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Subarticle {2).

I think first of all that the understand-

ing in the committee was that reference should be made to
the 1982 Principles in terms of just compensation.

There-

fore I think this sentence should stop at "just compensation" and fullstop.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think that was an error.

It was in the

working paper and it should have come out to bring it into
line with the 1982 Principles.
MR ANGULA:

I will agree to that, because I agreed that the

1982 Principles should be exercised.

I think this has even

gone further to say what is fair in all circumstances.
we also have to take into consideration the public inte-

But

rest.
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If we have people with no place to live or sleep and

there is a farm with an absentee landlord,

and you want to

expropriate that but according to the market value the farm
is RSO million,

and the government does not have that RSO

million but it has people who have nowhere to live, what do
you do?

Do you,

because of the market value, say these

people should not have anywhere to live?

I think this must

be seen in this context.
CHAIRMAN:

I don't think we have to reopen this.

Mr Angula

wanted to record his protest, so there is no need to reopen it.

We decided to stop there.

DR TJIRIANGE:

I agree with him, but I would rather have

liked to stop after "enact", rather than where he said.
CHAIRMAN:

Article 16.

MR MUDGE:

What have we decided?

CHAIRMAN:

We have just put a fullstop after "parliament

may enact."
MR KATJIUONGUA:

It doesn't make sense then,

then the whole

thing becomes wrong again.
MR MUDGE:

Then it is even worse than it is now.

Then we

need the bill of fundamental rights.
MR BARNES:
CHAIRMAN:
MR ANGULA:

These are fundamental rights, Mr Chairman.
We stop after "just compensation."

You can't have transactions taking place on

your national soil if you are not going to make certain
laws.

It is not an enabling law, it is just a principle

stated here, but we must have an enabling law.

Who is

- 24 going to make that law?

When you come up with a law they

say you are violating a fundamental freedom.
ADV CHASKALSON:
needs".

I think it can be formulated "to meet the

My reading of it was that if you stop at "as

parliament may enact", if parliament's act did not provide
for just compensation it will be unconstitutional.
was my reading of it.

That

Everything is subject to the right

to challenge the constitutionality of the law.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

If we do that,

then I think we must also

agree that we are changing the position that we agreed upon
last time that is on record here.
are changing that position.

It was agreed that we

Before you compensate all

things must be taken into account, but I think if we change
that now to "as parliament may enact", then we are changing
the position agreed upon.
DR TJITENDERO:

I want to say as a matter of fact, without

changing the position, which is honourable Katjiuongua's
position, I think what we are trying to find here is an
adequate wording that will still reflect our political
decision, because that was the position that we took, and
at the same time reflect - and this is where I agree with
Mr Angula - the supremacy of this constitution.

Obviously

the 1982 Principles are a framework that we are working on,
and this is where I do not understand the negative reaction
to the role of the parliament.

Parliament would always

legislate, so we will have to at this point ask advice on
how do we get out of this.

I think it is not a principle

-
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position, it is a position of wording.
PROF WIECHERS:

There is a clumsy sort of way of stating,

we are not doing it in other articles.
rised by the State."
By law.

It says "autho-

How is it authorised by the State?

So, property may be expropriated by the State or a

competent body authorised by law in the public interest and
subject to the payment of just compensation.
MR MUDGE:

I just want to make one thing clear, responding

to Dr Tjitendero, the reason why you have a bill of fundamental rights is to protect the citizen against the government,

against the legislature.

That is exactly why you

have a bill of fundamental rights.

So, if you now go out

from the assumption that you may not do that, or it is unfair to do that,

then we don't need a bill of fundamental

rights, we can just leave it to parliament.

That is exact-

ly why I cannot agree that when it is an act of parliament,
then you must accept it.

I don't want to be protected

against anybody else, I want to be protected against the
government and that is the case with every citizen in this
country.

May I

just ask a question:

If you leave it "just

compensation as parliament may enact", what would the dominant word be?

Will the emphasis be on "just" or on "as

parliament may enact"?

I thought it would be the solution

as Mr Chaskalson put it, when he says parliament cannot
make a law which is in violation of the bill of fundamental
rights.

If we say it must be just compensation, then par-

liament cannot make a law which will not provide for just

-
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compensation, and I can only say this, to be practical, if
we rule this country well,

then the prices will be high.

If we make a mess of it, nobody will complain about the
prices, they will go down.
MR RUPPEL:

I think the answer is that we just should stop

at "just compensation", because parliament can enact in any
way as long as they don't compromise or infringe on this
basic provision, and whether we should put it in here that
parliament can do that or not is not going to detract from
parliament's function,

namely to make laws, as long as

parliament is not going to make laws in conflict with this.
I think the clearest way we can put it is to stop after
"just compensation."
DR TJIRIANGE:

I think that is not true.

so, but the mere fact
parliament here,
parliament.

tha~

I am sorry to say

somebody is fearing to put the

is exactly because he is trying curtail

If it is so clear, why not put it, because I

think in one way or another parliament has to reserve the
right to have these laws enacted by parliament, dealing
with expropriation of properties.

There must be an act of

parliament and that is what we are saying.

So that you

don't leave things so vague that there will be a conflict
of interpretation tomorrow.

So, if all of us agree that

parliament will have that right, why don't we just say so?
Whta are we fearing?

Let it just be there, this is a very

serious issue.
MR ANGOLA:

I would like to support what Dr Tjiriange said,
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that this is actually a serious issue.

We are going to

talk about some kind of remedies to correct the past experiences, affirmative action.

That affirmative action

depends very much upon the kind of resources you have,
otherwise it is an empty slogan.

I think it is very clear

that compensation must be just.

The courts can decide what

is just,

I

think it depends about the market value.

is what is just.

That

When parliament makes an enabling law, of

course that law should reflect that in terms of expropriation of property by government.

If you leave it out and

you have reflected it in other articles, then you say you
don't want parliament to do this particular one.
MR BARNES:

I

have no listened to the arguments of my

honourable colleague Angula and Tjiriange.

I

get the im-

pression that the point that is being missed is the whole
soul of the exercise drafting fundamental rights.

As my

colleague said, fundamental rights are there to protect the
individual against the government, because it is common
cause that government has all power,

the individual has no

power, and by reasoning that affirmative action can only be
exercise if the word "act of parliament" features in here,
is to miss the total concept of affirmative action, with
due respect.
MR ANGULA:

The question here is •.
On a point of order.

What we are talking about

here is the right of a particular section of society, the
property owners.

We don't talk about the whole society,

property owners only.

We have two societies here, property
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owners and non-property owners.

How do you get affirmative

action if you ...
MR KATJIUONGUA:

The honourable member is debating, he is

not making a correction.
MR BARNES:

Yes,

that wasn't a point of order and just to

reply in passing, we are not discussing the ownership of
property of people or citizens, we are discussing the point
to protect the man in the street that government cannot
take away his property without just compensation.

We are

in :avour that there is sufficient mechanisms in this body.
May I

just read?

Property may be expropriated by the

State, a competent body which of course the State will
appoint by law or an organ authorised by the State in the
public interest, subject to the payment of just compensation.

I think all the mechanisms are built in there, but

if we want to align the drafting of the constitution with
political promises that have been made, we would be missing
the object of the exercise, and the exercise is to draft a
constitution as fast as possible, but at the same time a
constitution that will be a blessing to the country and all
its people.
MR RUKORO:

First of all, are we in agreement that we

replace "authorised by the State" with "authorised by law"?
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUKORO:

Yes.
Otherwise I support the argument that we put a

fullstop after "just compensation", because it goes without
saying that it is parliament that is going to enact the
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relevant legislation that would authorise nationalisation,
set the standards and the factors that will determine what
is or what is not
1s here,

just compensation in every case.

As it

"just compensation as parliament may enact" in-

troduces something that I don't know how to interpret.

So,

I think for the purposes of easier interpretation, we just
put a fullstop after "just compensation."
DR TJIRIANGE:

My problem with the writing as it is now is

that this "authorised by law" does not say anything about
the compensation.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

It talks about the body and organ.
On a point of order.

Are we reopening the

debate or are we sticking to what we have agreed upon?
we reopen the debate, we must so decide,

If

then we reopen the

debate or else we agree to carry on with what we have
agreed upon last time.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I don't think that we agreed to exclude the

parliament from making laws on this one.
tion that is here,

if you read it,

This authorisa-

"property may be expro-

priated by the state or competent body or organ authorised
by the state."

It is about the body and the organ and not

about the expropriation.

Therefore we have never agreed

and I don't know that we have agreed to curtail the right
of parliament to legislate in these situations, which is
what we are trying to do now.
CHAIRMAN:

We have a proposal here that the lawyers are

going to provide a compromise proposal.
DR TJITENDERO:

In fact,

I am taking the floor to agree
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first with Mr Katjiuongua that we are not reopening this.
Secondly, that we already agreed that we will end after
"just compensation", and having said that,

the appropriate

wording, since the lawyers have been listening to these
arguments, will be provided by them, so that we can make
progress.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think that the anxiety which has been

expressed on this side could possibly be met and we could
work on it together to obtain the best formulation,
thing along these lines:

some-

"Subject to the payment of just

compensation to be determined in accordance with the requirements and procedures to be determined by an act of
parliament."

In other words, an act of parliament can say

when you may expropriate, or the purpose that you may expropriate, how much notice you give to people and it will
be clear, but the obligation is to pay just obligation.
think that would meet the anxieties of both people.

I

That

last qualification may not be necessary, but if it is put
in to say that the act of parliament will lay down the
procedures and requirements for expropriation, then the
concern expressed in that regard will probably be met.
CHAIRMAN:

I think that is a compromise.

MR MUDGE:

I will leave it to the lawyers to draft, but let

me just make one thing clear, we are now discussing one of
the things which was contained in the 1982 Principles.
This is an unqualified principle,

just compensation.

have all agreed to that unanimously.

We

Further, Mr Chairman,
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I want to prevent misunderstanding.

We all agree here that

there will have to be affirmative action, but we are not
discussing affirmative action now.

We are discussing the

possibility ...
CHAIRMAN:
now.

We are out of order, because we are finished

We cannot discuss it again.

MR MUDGE:

We must avoid misunderstanding.

CHAIRMAN:

When we come to affirmative action you can make

that point.
MR MUDGE:

But Sir, what I wanted to say, we are talking

about property which might be expropriated to construct a
road or to construct a building.

We are not talking about

white farms being expropriated now, we are talking about
expropriation, and we must keep that in mind.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I think any addition to this thing is un-

called for, because compensation will in any case be decided by parliament or by law.

So, I don't think any addi-

tion to this thing is called for and the record reads very
clear that we approved on the 19th.

It was agreed that the

provision did not comply with the 1982 Principles and that
expropriation should only be possible subject to payment of
just compensation.

This was the decision.

going to add anything there,
I have no property,

So, if we are

I will stick to this one here.

I only have a house on·debt and twenty

cows.
MR ANGULA:

I want to understand Mr Katjiuongua very well,

is he saying that just compensation will be determined by
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parliament?
MR KATJIUONGUA:
~R

ANGULA:

By law.

Oh, you will determine the market values?

MR MUDGE:

But it must be just.

CHAIRMAN:

Article 16(1).

MR MUDGE:

Don't you think it is necessary that we should

say, where it says:

"Every citizen will have the right to

form or join political parties", shouldn't we include
there,

"having and pursuing a democratic object."

CHAIRMAN:

This democracy, can we define it, because every-

thing is democratic.

Sometimes what is democratic does not

seem democratic to me, unless we define this democracy.

We

have been talking about it too much.
MR MUDGE:

I might start a resistance movement.

CHAIRMAN:

As long as you do it within the law, you will be

allowed.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I think we are talking throughout this

paper about a democratic society, so I suppose there are
certain values and certain standards that we associate with
a democratic society.

Therefore I think by definition we

cannot change the democratic society, as put in this constitution, by violence, for example, by forming resistance
movements.

I think that is undemocratic, so that must be

outlawed, and organisations pursuing Nazi and Facist objectives and things like that, can we still allow them to
operate here?

That is why I think democratic ends or some-

thing like that is an operational definition to give a
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meaning to the type of society that we have.

But you leave

the door open for somebody to say that in my view this
government is dictatorial and I am going to form an army.
I have never formed one and I hope not to form one in the
future.
MR STABY:

I

just want to support what honourable member Mr

Kajtiuongua said and just point out that this is nothing
new.

It is not something which is unique in constitutions,

there are quite a few examples of constitutions which
govern the workings of political parties, prescribe to
them, in many instances in very much more detail how these
parties should operate.

But the point that has been made

here, the request that has been made,

that "with peaceful

and democratic objectives" be inserted here, is to prevent
political parties from formulating and pursuing objectives,
violent objectives.

How does that comply with everything,

with violent objectives try to subvert the existing political order,
MR BARNES:

try to erode the constitution.
Mr Chairman, you did make mention of how do you

define democracy, but being consequent, we agreed day one
to accept the 1982 Principles as the basis for the drafting
of the constitution.

The 1982 Principles are based on

democracy, democratic government.

Right through this con-

stitution that we are drafting, we are continuously being
referred to by the legal experts, "which is acceptable in a
democratic society", and obviously, then I think there is
every reason to accept the proposal by my honourable col-
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league Mr Mudge that that should be included.

Democracy

for future generations cannot be denied by a democratic
process and democracy as an ideology cannot be used to destroy democracy.

So,

I think it is a very reasonable re-

quest which is in line with the future that we envisaae
based on a constitution.
CHAIRMAN:

I was being sarcastic,

I said a basic right of

democracy is majority rule also, a cardinal principle.
Therefore I was saying sometimes we don't seem to, while
there is a majority opinion prevalent in the House,

to

honour that.
MR ANGULA:

I think we should not waste time about putting

the word "democracy" or anything like that in, that is a
good word, but I simply would like to warn that it is subject to all sorts of interpretations.

For the time-being

you think it is a nice thing to put there, but the other
guy will interpret it and say "you are not being democratic",

"were you elected by whom" and on that score you can

say your party is not a democratic one because you were not
elected.

But I have nothing against the word "democracy",

that is what we are striving for, but it leaves a grey
area.

DR TJITENDERO:

I would like to say that I think there are

adequate qualifications here, and if we understand the rule
of law, even the shrewdest of politicians may not have any
different interpretation.
using the word,

But since there is no harm in

the concept, can we therefore suggest that
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the word be included so that we can proceed?

There is no

problem with this, it doesn't take away anything.

The

qualification is prescribed by law and this qualification
does not in any way bring about any different form or
change.
ADV CHASKALSON:

We will settle it together finally,

something along these lines:

but

"Subject to such qualifica-

tions prescribed by law as would be acceptable in a democratic society."
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

DR TJIRIANGE:
this.

Article 16(2).

Maybe the lawyers have somewhere to put

The more I read this and the previous article, the

more I think that there is a need for reorganisation.
Please, the lawyers must take care of that, because we
started with rights, came to freedoms and we are going back
to rights.
MR RUPPEL:

I think in the first line there it should not

be the right to elect, but the right to vote.
MR PRETORIUS:

Only a question about the advisability of

putting in the page in the Bill of Rights.

Is that not

something for an election law?
MR RUPPEL:

I think the difficulty is you don't know what

the right is unless you define it.

A child may be a citi-

zen.
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

MR STABY:

Can we delete the words "physical or mental"?

CHAIRMAN:

We have agreed already on that.

Article 16(3).

-

MR BARNES:
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The word "parliament" in the second line, I

think, should refer to "National Assembly".
CHAIRMAN:
MR BARNES:

~ve

have agreed to "parliament".

And here again,

"as acceptable in a democratic

society."
PROF WIECHERS:

I must just point out to the members,

usually there is a disqualification of people who are declared insane.

So, if you scrap physical or mental in-

firmity ...
DR TJITENDERO:

No, we deleted only "physical", the

"mental" is still there.
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

Article 17 is deleted.

It is a policy

matter, not a constitutional matter.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Parliament can in legislation take care of

that, because in other constitutions they do have the right
of asylum.

I think somehow we should indicate here, I

don't want it to be a fundamental right of somebody torequest asylum here, but I think if we could put that this
will be regulated by parliament by way of simple legislation and take into account the Geneva Convention on this
particular issue.

We have been refugees ourselves, some of

us, and we enjoyed hospitality elsewhere in the world, so I
don't think we can be oblivious of people in similar circumstances.

But at the same time, we are bordering about

five countries, some with a number of problems.
have a lot of people coming here.

We might

In West Germany you have

problems of this nature, people just flocking in and de-

manding asylum.

So,
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I think if we can indicate in section

17 that the question of asylum will be dealt with by act of
parliament and take into account the Geneva Convention,
then for me it is satisfying.
\lR

H.:I,~!UTENYA:

I agree with what honourable Katjiuongua has

said, but the point is that this does not belong here,
is not a fundamental right.
DR TJIRIANGE:

it

It must be taken out of here.

I do agree Wlth the two previous speakers,

it doesn't do any harm to have it somewhere in the body of
the constitution,

as long as it is not made obligatory.

This is a right the state may grant, but not necessarily
the right of the receiver.
MEMBER:

Are you scared of refugees?

DR TJIRIANGE:

No, we can grant asylum to those people on

condition that we sympathise with what they are being persecuted for,
blems.

not thieves and people who will give us pro-

But it is a right for the state to grant to people

he sympathises with.

So, that is a right of the state and

not of the people who receive it.

But I think it will be

good if it can be put somewhere in the body of the constitution.
PROF KERINA:

I think that falls under the executive autho-

rity as a matter of policy.
CHAIRMAN:

It is a policy-matter, and you will be governed

by the conventions you are going join.

If you are a member

of the Geneva Convention, you will be required to accept
refugees.
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I have difficulties in accepting that this

MRS ITHANA:

provision for asylum should be left to the discretion of
Different governments will come and fall,

the government.

but there will be nothing that will appeal to them in the
constitution to sympathise with people who fall into this
category.

Therefore, if we place it in the constitution

but we do not make it an obligatory condition for the
government to accept,

I think that will appeal to me more

than just writing it off completely.
CHAIRMAN:

The decision is to put it somewhere else, but

not as a basic human right.
MR RUPPEL:

In the constitution under directives.

CHAIRMAN:

Article 18 - Administrative Justice.

MR STABY:

I suggest a small correction in the last line,

"before a competent tribunal" should read "before a court
of law."
MR RUPPEL:

I think we had this problem before and I think

to cover both we should say "court or tribunal", because
many administrative matters are heard or conducted before
things which are normally referred to as tribunals rather
than courts.
PROF WIECHERS:
process.

It is important, this is an administrative

What it says, you have a right to go to the court

or to a tribunal.

If there is a Road Commission or all

these tribunals, you have a right to go to a higher tribunal to· lodge complaints.

So, it is actually taking the

administrative process into mind and you also have a right

-

of redress before the court.
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So, it is the wider thing to

have court and tribunal.

CHAIRMAN:
~R

My worry is, is this right fundamental?

ITHANA:

~RS

Yes.

We go on to article 19.
All I want to know from the lawyers is

PRETORIUS:

whether this means exactly the same in the conventional
article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, because I prefer their wording.

You mention-

ed in your comment that you made use of conventional wording.
MR ANGULA:

This cultural right is one of those rights

which are very difficult to give some kind of boundaries,
and I thought the original drafting was better because it
deletes apartheid and racial discrimination was taken care
of.

How can we accommodate that here to make sure that

people don't use cultural rights to discriminate against
others?
MRS !THANA:

When I read this new version, I really got

kind of disturbed, because I was happy with the previous
drafting which took care of the concerns that Comrade Nahas
has just mentioned.

Could we maybe find an explanation why

it was left out, the ideology and propagation of apartheid?
ADV CHASKALSON:

Yes, we thought that we should put the

apartheid-provision into an article of its own and make
clear that it was a paramount provision.

So, you see, each

one of these rights in some way is subject to the overriding provision that apartheid should not interfere with
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it and in article 22 on page 18, you will see that there is
a statement that "the practice of racial discrimination and
the practice and ideology of apartheid" - and we follow the
same language which was in the draft hibited".
2.9,

"shall be pro-

And then, if you look at subarticle (5) on page

we provide:

"The provisions of this article shall be

paramount and nothinq contained in this constitution shall
be construed as attracting in any way therefrom."

So in

fact, we were making the provision much wider and making it
clear that it shouldn't be construed only in relation to
cultural rights, but to any other aspect of the fundamental
rights from which the practice of apartheid might derogate.
CHAIRMAN:

It is even stronger now.

PROF ERASMUS:

I think what Mr Pretorius basically wants is

that there should be inserted in article 19 "alone or in
association with other people."

The exercise of this

cultural right shall be entitled to be enjoyed alone or in
association with other people.
MR PRETORIUS:

Just to explain, in the case of property we

say that everyone shall have the right alone or in association, so you have your individual and your collective
right.
CHAIRMAN:

As a group?

MR PRETORIUS:

As a group or whatever you want to call it,

and in article 27 it is mentioned.

What I want is to have

it in here if we don't want to change the wording completely:

"Every person shall be entitled alone or in associa-

- 41 tion with others to enjoy, practise, etc."
MR RUPPEL:

It should be very clear that it is still an

individual right and does not become a group right as a
result of the inclusion of this qualification.
thing an individual can do.

It is some-

He can do it either alone, at

home, nobody may interfere with that and he can do it as an
individual with other people.

That is all it means.

doesn't mean that the group suddenly gets rights.
individual's right.

I think that should be clear.

It

It is an
We had

enough of group rights in the past hundred years.
CHAIRMAN:

Let's refer to these apparently heavenly con-

ventions.

Article 27.

"In those states in which ethnic,

religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging
to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their
own culture, to profess and practise their own religion or
to use their own language."

So, if we, given our circum-

stances can modify that and explain maybe.
MR ANGULA:

Having heard what you read "in association with

others" takes another dimension, because it means an organised something.
32.

That will come in conflict with article

So, I can go to a certain church and these people will

say "get out of here because you are not part of our association."

This is my problem.

individual rights, fine.

But if these rights can be

Once they are being practised in

association in such a way that it is an organised body, I
have problems.

I tend to think that culture is a shared
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DR TJIRIANGE:

While I understand the provisions of the

instrument that we have just read, we must also understand
that these are international instruments that have been
made to cover various situations all over the world.

What

might have prompted the drafters to think in that direction
might be completely dangerous in other situations.

We are

legislating not for any other country, but we are legislating for Namibia and our history is known, we have always
had a problem with these groupings, and we want to build a
nation here.

If we are tempted to give group rights, we

are unwittingly going back to apartheid.
what we are trying to negate.

This is exactly

We want to give individuals

in this country their rights, but we must guard against
entrenching the group rights that will otherwise be used to
perpetuate what we have been fighting against.

We are

legislating for this specific situation in this country and
we should not be tempted to perpetuate these group rights.
Individuals have the right in exactly the manner that
Ruppel had explained, and honourable Dirk Mudge has been
very much articulate on this issue and I wholeheartedly
endorse his arguments on this issue.

We should not be

tempted to do things that tomorrow we shall regret.
fore,

There-

this article is good the way it is and I urge you

that we go ahead and accept it.
DR TJITENDERO:

last speaker.

I would like to echo the sentiments of the
This article says:

"Every person shall be
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entitled to enjoy, practise, profess, maintain and promote
any culture .. " and I thought that right is adequately
covered.

I can say to the honourable members that if we

didn't have the unfortunate experience of apartheid, the
wording that the chairman has just read would not be difficult to adopt.

I don't see any difficulty in that, but be-

cause of our particular experiences in the society in which
we are that we want to transform for the better, it gives
us fears and I think they are legitimate concerns that we
may revert and it is easy to relapse into the familiar
patterns inasmuch as the law may state our behaviours are
not going to change as far as the concepts that you are
professing here require from us.

Therefore the only fear

and the concern we have is the exclusive rights, group
rights that definitely will impinge upon the democratic
rights of everybody to associate freely,

and if we can

guarantee the freedom of association, subject to law, I
think this covers adequately.

But having said that, I

think we could also ask the distinguished lawyers to see
what could be done with this phrasing, and I think from
what the distinguished lawyer has said, by breaking up the
previous formulation to strengthen the position that we are
trying to express here, I think this is the correct position and I think we should adopt it.

We have fears, as I

have said, and therefore I also respect that others have
fears, but I think our fears are based on our past experiences, the present and the danger of giving exclusive
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PROF WIECHERS:

Yes, I can understand the fears and so, but

I just want to tell the committee that I think we are
splitting hairs on something that is very evident.

It is a

right of every individual to enjoy cultural and religious
rights.

Now, we at the same time in the constitution ac-

cept the right to freedom of association.

So, if you are

happy in your cultural group and in your religious group to
exercise your right of freedom of association, you are
going to do it on your own.
group, but freely associated.

It is always you or your
You can't be forced to be-

come a member or not be a member,
association.

So,

it is your freedom of

I feel that if you want to state on your

own or with other people, it is not going to change anything, because there is freedom of association.

What is

important is that there couldn't be compulsory membership
of any group and that is out.

So if you say "on his own or

in association with others" it is really very much in conformity.
MR MUDGE:

I want to make an appeal to Mr Pretorius, I

think this whole thing of group rights must now once and
for all be settled.

I think we must get rid of this whole

concept of group rights, really, because this is creating
problems.

I think the answer lies in what the chairman has

quoted there.

If you have a right as an individual, you

can exercise that right volutarily in association with
others, without being classified.

There is nothing to pre-
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vent you from doing that.

We can discuss all the technical

points of this constitution, as long as we cling to this
cultural apartheid or racial apartheid our problems in this
country will continue.
grandchildren,

May I mention this?

My eldest

two of them, will be enrolling today as

pupils of a more or less hundred percent black school.
They will be enrolling as members of Concordia College,
because I want to prove that they will not lose their
language and they will not lose their culture just because
they go to school with black kids.
clear,

I want to make this

that in our party, if there is one thing that we

will insist upon,

that the arbitrary classification of

people into groups will be opposed by us in every form.
do not believe in that.

We

We believe in human rights, indi-

vidual human rights and I want to make an appeal to Mr PrE
torius that the goodwill that we have experienced from even
Swapo's side - from where we did not expect such consideration for cultural and linguistic rights, we did not expect
that - I think we must now give this a chance and I think
we must now once and for all refrain from referring to
groups that cannot be properly identified.
identify a group?
can solve this

How do you

There is no way you can do that.

If we

problem, then we get rid of a suspicion

which is making progress very difficult in this country.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I thought maybe to get a clear perspective

of this whole thing, we talked about the heading of all
these things and we said "protection of fundamental rights
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and freedoms" and I think we should have continued and said
"and individuals" like they do in Botswana.

I think we are

all clear that everything we are talking about here applies
to individuals and not to groups.

I think we should make

that heading clearer with that extension.

I think article

19, read together with article 14(e) solves the problem of
Mr Pretorius.

I cannot see how you can promote your cul-

ture alone, where you have the freedom in article 14(e)
also to form associations.

Therefore, I think,

that Mr

Pretorius has something to sell back to his constituency,
whatever that might be, that "I didn't come back with empty
hands, there is freedom of association and then we can
promote our language and culture by forming associations
which are not discriminatory.

Discrimination is prohibited

but culturally we have these rights."

So I don't think you

are losing anything, Mr Pretorius, but what happen in the
olden days, we had so many problems with the South African
Government about this whole thing of group rights, and
only when 435 came everything was dumped, there was no
longer any discussion about group rights, minority rights
and all these things, and it only tells us that sometimes
to stick to things which have no future, you will just end
up in that particular situation as well, whereas sometimes
you lose everything that you thought you could protect for
ever.

Therefore I think our brother, Mr Pretorius, has

nothing to suffer.

He can go with a straight face to his

people and say "the constitution makes this provision, but
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form, by whites against blacks or by blacks against whites,
it is out."
MR PRETORIUS:

I have listened very carefully.

I think the

big problem is this word "group" and I have never used the
word "group" this morning.

All I want, and I plead with

the Committee please to understand my point of view, is
that we must try to be consequent, because if we accept the
collective right of individuals in the case of property and that will have an effect on communal land - then we
must also accept the principle of collective rights.

I am

not talking about group rights in the case of culture,
religion, etc., because that is the accepted thing in the
bill of rights all over the world.

I am not mentioning

anything about groups, as Mr Mudge now indicated here.

All

I ask is that we use the same wording as in the case of
property and that we change it so that every person shall
be entitled alone or in free association with others to
enjoy, practise, etc.
MR MUDGE:

That is the case.

MR PRETORIUS:
MR RUKORO:

I think it is fair to ask that.

Then why the objection?

I was just going to say that all the rights

here are necessarily individual rights, but they can be
enjoyed on a voluntary basis in association with others.
Why specifically this one, why should we single out this
one?

That is why I feel that for the avoidance of any

doubt or someone trying to, at some future date, continue
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with the old ways, try to rely on such an expressed inclusion of the phrase "alone of in voluntary association
with others" ...
MR PRETORIUS:

On a point of order.

Just for the informa-

tion of Mr Rukoro, we did it in article 15:

"Everyone

shall have the right in any part of Namibia to acquire,

to

own, dispose of immovable and movable property alone or in
association .. "
MR ANGULA:

My reading of article 15 is that it is some-

thing different.

The problem with culture is such

that you can do things to me under the umbrella of culture.
If Mr Pretorius wants "in association with others" to be
there,

then I will also demand that the apartheid-thing

should also be there.
MR MUDGE:

As far as we are concerned, whether you include

those words or not will not make any difference to the
principle, but I still have a problem with the inclusion of
those words, because from practical experience I know that
again it will be used to create unrealistic expectations.
It will again become a political thing, and far as I am
concerned there is nothing which will prevent any individual to exercise those rights in association with others.
I am hundred percent sure of that.

I think we are unani-

mous that we want that freedom.
DR TJIRIANGE:

I want to associate myself again with Mr

Mudge and I want to appeal that we have to know one thing:
This is a disengagement constitution, we are disengaging
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ourselves from the past and to the best of my judgment, it
seems everybody agrees here that the concept that the
honourable Mr Pretorius is trying to bring about is not
acceptable.

So, I think we have to learn to accept the

views of the majority of the people because of the situation in which we find ourselves.

I would appeal very

strongly to the honourable member,

through the Chair, to

take into consideration what Mr Katjiuongua has said.

I

think there is enough ammunition to go back and tell the
people, and accept the views of the overwhelming majority
of the House that we cannot accommodate these kinds of expressions because we want to disengage ourselves from the
past, and definitely for some of us it is not a theoretical
issue, we have suffered too much under these things and we
don't want to perpetuate them.
us if we insist on this.

I think you will bear with

As far as I am concerned this is

a bottom-line.
MRS ITHANA:

This question has been coming up through and

through from the same honourable member.

Answers were

given by all the honourable members, but the honourable
member seems not to be accepting what we say.

Maybe there

is something that he has never explained to us and underlined, that he never really put across to this House for us
to look into and maybe to understand his predicament, because really,

this question is becoming irritating to some

of us who have suffered throughout history.

Maybe we could

ask the honourable Pretorius to shed some more light on why
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this provision.
DR IYAMBO:

I think you would agree with me that I talk

less in a meeting and I like listening to others.
maybe the Chair can help us out of this.

I think

Many people have

spoken about the subject and I think now we are just repeating ourselves, but I think the Chairman can help by
summarising the consensus of what is in the House and then
we can take that as a decision of this committee and move
ahead.
MR HAMUTENYA:
MR RUKORO:

What I wanted to say was said by Dr Iyambo.

Partly the same thing, but just emphasising

that really, Mr Mudge has settled this question when he
said that the right of everyone, freely in association with
others to do these things is not ruled out by the present
formulation,

and that the problem of including this formu-

lation that it is going to create all kinds of false expectations and there is no question about that, apart from
being misconstrued.

That is the reason why we must stand

up against its inclusion, but that excluding it does not
mean that you cannot exercise that right in association
with others in the real world.

That can be done and I

think that is the end of the story.
MR BESSINGER:

I think the interest that the honourable

member Pretorius serves is not something that he needs to
clarify to this House.
in the manifesto,

It is something which is reflected

it is part of the history of what we are
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The honourable member has a mandate to sit

in this House, he has the mandate to state the case of the
interest that he serves, he has done so many a time, and as
I have indicated on a previous occasion to him, his problem
that he has will have to be addressed to the gallery in the
floor of the Assembly, because it appears that some of the
problems that he has will not be accommodated and cannot be
accommodated in this changing environment.

So,

I would re-

quest and appeal, with all due respect, to the colleague,
taking into consideration the explanation that was given by
honourable member Katjiuongua, as a mechanism to state his
case if he has to satisfy someone.
cient,

then he can resort,

If that is not suffi-

like he has been asking over and

over again, to stating his case on the floor of the Assembly.
MR KAJTIUONGUA:

I think, Mr Pretorius - through you, Mr

Chairman - the problem is simply this, we must change the
terms "in association with others" where in essence it
might go back to refer to group rights and things like
that.

When you use something and it becomes a bit out-

dated, then you can look for something else.

I think you

should explain to your people that there is a hell of a
suspicion about this thing because of what happened in the
past, that the inclusion of this thing in that sense is
suspected by the others to be a way of re-introducing the
whole thing of group rights.

There is no way those of us

here can accept that, simply because we are suspicious be-
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That is the reality of the

matter.
Mr Pretorius has the right to answer and then

CHAIRMAN:

the Chairman will just move on.
I want to thank Mr Bessinger,

:vlR PRETORIUS:

I don't think

I could have summarised my point of view better than he had
So, with the assurance that I still have the

done it.

freedom of speech and thought,
Yes,

CHAIRMAN:
record,

I am prepared to settle.

it seems that Mr Pretorius does it for the

that is what I understood.

That is why I gave him

the right to speak, so that he can say "I fought for you,
never gave up."

here:

Article 20(1).

A question to our learned friends.

MR STABY:

I

It says

"Every person shall have the right to education."

Shouldn't it be "every human being"?
ADV CHASKALSON:

I don't think there is the remotest possi-

bility of any court misunderstanding this.
MRS ITHANA:
sentence,

I have also a question towards the end of that

"sanctioned by parliament."

Why sanctions?

Can't we just say "approved legislation by parliament"?
MR RUPPEL:

Throughout this document we keep on referring

to different things when we refer to legislation.

Some-

times we say legislation, then we say statute, then we say
act of parliament.

I think it should just be act of par-

liament or just legislation, but it should be the same
thing.
MR ANGULA:

Are we going to say parliament or National
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Assembly?
ment,
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Certain laws are going to be passed by parlia-

the others by the National Assembly.

CHAIRMAN:
President.

Parliament will include the Assembly and the
Subarticle (2).

MR KATJIUONGUA:

I thought we should specify and say ele-

mentary education shall be free and compulsory.

At least

elementary education allows a person to be able to read and
calculate and it should be free and compulsory.
the difference between primary and elementary?
is primary education.
MR STABY:

What is
Elementary

Primary sounds better.

We deliberated this question of free and com-

pulsory education up to a particular standard and we
thought it should be the sixth year of school, St 4.

But

now we realise that it may have to be changed at a later
date, so one would have to- find an appropriate formulation
here to allow changing it.

In the past we had primary

education up to St 6, nowadays I think it is up to
These things change.

st 4.

That is the first thing I would like

to say in terms of (2).
Then secondly, I think the question of compulsory
education is being dealt with in paragraph (3), so the
reference to compulsory under (2) can be eliminated .•
MR ANGULA:

I think the principle is that we should strive

as a nation to provide free and compulsory education for
six years.

We state a number of years, whether we are

going to call it St 2, St 7, but that we at least have a
certain period of time.
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The shadow-minister of education has spoken

and confused me even a bit further.
to do:

I think what we need

(2) and (3) deals with the same issue and that

deals with the issue of compulsory education.

One has to

decide, we are and will be changing the education system,
so we sit with the problem of writing in the constitution
at this stage St 3 or St 5 or St 6 and the the minister of
education comes with 0-levels and A-levels and it is not
reflected in the constitution.
came with the idea of the age,
up to a certain age.

That is why I thought we
that education is compulsory

Some kids at the age of 16 might

reach matric, some kids at the age of 16 might be stuck in
St 7 and if you say that education is compulsory up to
matric and the guy's abilities get him fixated in St 7, you
create a problem.
MR HAMUTENYA:

What Mr Bessinger said about standards and

all that, I think it must suffice simply to state primary
education, as Mr Katjiuongua has spelled out.

Whatever

changes come in, we say primary education shall be compulsory and free.

could change every year and I am not

sure whether we want to put that in the constitution.

The

next problem I have is about this right for every resident
in the territory.

I am not sure whether we are also going

to provide compulsory, education for children of ambassadors
and other people who live in Namibia or the children of
company managers who are here from Britain and Germany. I
want help on that.
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I think that as it is worded, it would

include everybody and not only citizens, but it could be
made clear that the appropriate legislation wouldn't contravene the act if it limited it to citizens.

I think one

could do that, if that is what you want us to do.

In other

words, do you want it to be confined to citizens, do you
want parliament to have the power to confine it to citizens or do you want everybody who is living here to have
the right to go to school without charge?

I think that is

a policy-decision which you should communicate to.us.
There was one thing which had troubled me personally when I
looked at this again.

It seemed to me that what needs to

be made clear is that the free education should be at state
schools, because presumably people are going to establish
and maintain private

scho~ls

and that can't be at the ex-

pense of the state, and I think that that needs to be made
clear, the distinction between free education at schools to
be established and maintained by the state and the right to
establish and maintain private schools at which the state
has no obligation.

That was something which occurred to me

when I was looking at it after the first draft had gone
out.

But I think we need an instruction from you in re-

gard to the principle.

Is the free education to be con-

fined to citizens as a right?

That doesn't mean that par-

liament cannot pass an act to give everybody free education.

If it is to be confined as a right to citizens, then

we can write that in very easily.

-

MR MATJILA:

In fact,
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I was going to say that I have no ob-

jection with anybody who would say primary school education, but my argument would be that as it reads now here and we argue that St 4 should be included - it is based on
the four-phased structure, in other words where you have
junior primary, which is the beginners class up to St 2,
senior primary up to St 4 and we start the junior secondary
school at St 5-level.

That is why you see we say here "or

has passed St 4", which means that has gone through the
primary school phase.

But whether you say primary school

or whether you say St 4 is more or less one and the same
thing.
MR ANGULA:

Yes, I just want to explain the difficulties

with these definitions.

If you simply say primary school,

any government can change the number of years for primary
school.

If you go to Angola, primary school is four years,

if you go to Zambia primary school is seven years.
come here, primary school is about six years.

If you

So, I think

it is better just to say six years or primary school,
rather than saying what standard.

The other one is related

to 16 years of schooling.
MR BARNES:
here.

On a point of order.

I am going to help you

Can't we just first decide, because this clause is

in two phases:

To what standard, or what category or what

class must it be free?

If we can first decide on that and

then come to the compulsory issue.
with your ruling.

That would be in line
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It is what I regard as a general debate.

CHAIRMAN:
MR ANGULA:

Yes, my submission was that if you can make it
The problem

free and compulsory for six years of primary.

with sixteen years, sometimes it is necessary to say that a
child cannot start school by 8.
will

You might find that you

allow a child to come in primal one when he is

~ot

about ten years old, subject to whatever law you are going
to enact.

But at a certain point you might give restric-

tions to enter primary school, but you can still provide
education to people of that age.
MR BIWA:

Mine is a little suggestion.

education free up to the first ....
with compulsory education.

Why don't we make

I have some problems

I would like to make it clear

that I am not against compulsory education, but I am doubting its practicality.

Before I make a suggestion, I would

like to put a question to the legal experts:

What obliga-

tions would compulsory education place on, first the
government, then the parents and then on the pupils?
PROF WIECHERS:

If there is a right to education in these

conditions, it means a parent, a child could ask and insist on having this education.
implies an obligation.

It is a right.

A right

The obligation is on the part of

the government to make that right effective, in other words
to supply the education on a free and open way.
MR BIWA:
there.

If that is the case I have a little problem
Considering the realities we are facing in the

country, I think it will take this government some time to
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be in a position to meet that obligation placed on it by
the constitution.

Therefore, to solve that problem,

I

would suggest that this matter is left to parliament, so
that parliament can make the necessary law guided by the
conditions during that time.
DR TJITENDERO:

I was just going to suggest three condi-

tions so that the lawyers can help us.
education is compulsory,
paying,

If we say primary

and that means that the state is

therefore the time must be very clearly specified

in terms of the duration of the stage of education which is
compulsory and free at the cost of the state.

So there-

fore the definition that the colleagues played with is very
important.

We are only saying that the state provides the

basic education.

It is six years, it is six years, if it

is nine years, it is nine years, and that is why the
standards do not help, because structures can always
change.

So, if we say primary and we agree that primary

education is the first cycle of education, whether it is
four,

five,

three years would not matter,

the state has

just an obligation for that period, primary.

If the state

is paying, therefore it is also very necessary that the age
limit must be defined in legal terms, that we say the child
must go to school at this age and that will be an obligation on the part of the state as well the parents.

If the

child is found when he is at a school-going age loitering
around,

then of course the parents have an accountability.

So, these are factors that we have to take into account
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The age is

necessary to be defined so that you can put them out.
are also talking actually about automatic promotion.

You
The

state, having an obligation, cannot tolerate people who are
flunking and staying behind, paying twice or three times,
spending money on one child three consecutive years in the
same class.

Therefore the automatic promotion comes in, so

that you can put them out and they fend for themselves.
These are all factors and I think the lawyers should help
us at the entry level, the period under which the state is
responsible and the age 16 will be a factor.
MR MATJILA:

I do not intend to waste your time with

further arguments, but in fact I was going to touch on the
question of factors which have been briefly enumerated by
Dr Tjitendero, factors wh~ch have to be considered here,
and I think in most cases we are looking at this matter
from a totally political point of view and not an educational one, because when you say a child must be in school
at least for six years in our circumstances in Namibia,
then you are overlooking countless factors which can only
be taken into consideration by somebody who is directly
involved in the education of children.

Some children will

not, for instance, be able to be upgraded for those six
years successfully, within in the time-frame of six years.
Some of them would, due to factors prevailing either at
home or elsewhere, have to repeat certain classes.

But

when you state St 4, at least you are giving that child,
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who is not so very well gifted, also the chance to at least
reach the stage where he is able to read and write, and I
think it is quite fair when you say St 4, or alternatively,
the age of 16 years.

After 16 years it will not be neces-

sary for the state to take any responsibility for the child
and the parents will then continue from there on.
CHAIRMAN:

Whilst we are trying to be democratic and pa-

tient, I want honourable members to also see when the topic
is exhausted.
asking.

The experts have spoken and we just keep on

We simply have to decide on the ages and we are

making speeches.
~R

RUPPEL:

I have a problem with us trying to sit here and

fix a definition of elementary education today.
is a concept which will change as we go along.

I think it
In fifty

years' time the essential content of elementary education
will be different from whaf it is now.

We look at elemen-

tary education coupled with compulsory education without
looking at it in the context of what facilities we have
available, of what it will mean to the state revenue to
make this effective.

All these considerations aren't taken

into account and I strongly suggest, to make it flexible
and make it realistic, that we leave the concept of elementary education there, provide for that, and leave i~ to
parliament, coupled with the Supreme Court, to give meaning
from time to time to this concept.
change.

It will definitely

The ideas of elementary education will be very

much different in hundred years.

Elementary education, to
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least ten years of fifteen years.

But concepts do change

and I think it will not be wise to fix some time to it
here.

It is not going to be realistic and I would say,

therefore,

that we say that primary education and the terms

and conditions will be determined by act of parliament from
time to time.

It states the principle clearly,

the rlght, but also provides flexibility.

it gives

I think that

will overcome the riddle of trying to fix something for all
times now.
MR PRETORIUS:

I don't want to repeat, but I want to share

the same view as the honourable member Biwa and now Mr
Ruppel, that I think not only the time-period but also the
question of free and compulsory is not so much a right, it
is a question of policy.

~hat

is very important to me, be-

cause we experienced it in White Education that there must
be some kind of contribution also from the side of the
parents, a responsibility, not only the responsibility of
the state.

I want to conclude and say I don't think is so

much a right as a policy, you must only put it in vague
terms.
MRS ITHANA:

Initially I was attracted by this free educa-

tion, but listening to many speakers, I got frightened.
Due to maybe lack of resources we are talking of promoting
children in classes so that by the sixth year we can send
them out of school, even if they are illiterate.
we trying to prove?

What are

If we cannot afford it, let's not do

-

it.
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Maybe the parents can do it better, other than to

half-bake these kids and send them to the streets.
MR ANGULA:

just want to clarify.

I

I think the first

principle is that we are saying we want the Namibian people
or our society to recognise the fact that education is a
right.

That is the first principle.

Then we do recognise

that there are certain constraints to this right to education.

We should at least do the minimum we can do as a

society if we can afford that, and that minimum is to provide a free and compulsory education to children up to a
certain standard.

I

think that is what we are saying.

The

problem is to decide what standard that is and we are
asking why we can't say up to a certain number of years.
But to make primary school does not mean that you have
passed it.

Are we saying that all the pupils are going to

pass primary school?

We cannot determine that because we

don't know the potential of the children.

But in order to

give effect to the principle of education being a right of
children, the government should try to provide free and
compulsory education after a certain level.
we are saying.

That is what

As to the point of failing or promotion,

that is a different thing.
MR MUDGE:

I

think if we take into consideration the very

important matters that we still have to discuss, then we
are devoting far too much time to these matters.
make a suggestion?

Can I

"Every person shall have the right to

education regulated by appropriate legislation sanctioned

- 63 by parliament."
Sir,

Then it is a right to education.

But

the more I listen to other members, the more I agree,

how can you decide whether St 4 will still be appropriate
in another five years'

time?

How can you decide whether

you must put it in a bill of rights that education must be
free or compulsory?

I think that is for a government to

decide whether it will be free and whether it will be compulsory and up to what standard.
human right,

But it remains a basic

a fundamental human right.

Can't we leave it

there and then nothing will prevent the government from
taking the appropriate steps.
CHAIRMAN:

I think that is the decision now.

Free and

compulsory education is a right, subject to the periodic
review by the appropriate authorities.
here about free education._

I have a question

Although I know there will be

private schools, why should my children get free education
if I am a minister?

I can afford it.

Even a person who

can afford it must get free education by force.
PROF ERASMUS:

I am only asking to make sure.

The only

thing that will be contained in the constitution is stating
the right?
MR ANGULA:

Now, we must be careful,

subject of the newspapers.

this thing

ha~

been a

I think what you should do is

just to polish up, don't change these things too dramatically.
MR BARNES:
papers?

Are we drafting a constitution for the news-
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If you take out everything and leave just one

paragraph, that is going to put us in trouble.
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUKORO:

We must defend what is right.
I

just want to emphasise that what we really

need at this point is a provision which makes it clear that
there is a basic right to education.

Then we go on and we

say something to the effect that the standard up to which
it will be free and compulsory, these are matters to be
regulated by an act of parliament and we stop right there.
MR ANGULA:

What about private schools?

MR HAMUTENYA:

I have a problem, you have free and compul-

sory primary education and now we are leaving it hanging in
the air.
MR RUKORO:

We can still talk in terms of free and compul-

sory education as a basic right, regulated by an act of
parliament.
CHAIRMAN:

The problem was that we didn't know what primary

education was.

Some say St 4, some say St 6, some say

Angola is different.
MR MATJILA:

The first circle of education is primary.

ADV CHASKALSON:

Free for those in need or free for any-

body?
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUKORO:

Those in need.

We must add that, those in need.

No, that is for an act of parliament.

CHAIRMAN: Subarticle (3).

They go together.

Subarticle

( 4) •

MR STABY:

Everyone shall have the right to establish and
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MR KATJIUONGUA:

After "colleges", "or other institutions

of tertiary education."
CHAIRMAN:

Subarticle (b) -agreed.

MR PRETORIUS:

Subarticle (c).

I got the impression that you didn't under-

stand me correctly the other day.

I have no problem that

there shall be no restriction of whatever nature imposed
with respect to the admission of pupils."
ment of staff,

But the recruit-

I have a problem with "creed" there, because

in the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief of
the United States of 1982, article 6 there reads:
"In accordance with article 1 of the present declaration, as subject to the provisions of article 1(2), the
right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or
belief shall include, inter alia, the following freedoms:
(g)

to train, appoint, elect or designate by succession appropriate leaders called for by the
requirements and standards of any religion and
belief."

I think as far as a private school is concerned, you cannot
put in this restriction that creed should not play a role.
For example, education is not only training and learning,
it is education.

I want to educate my child and I don't

want, for example, a Nazi teacher for him in mathematics.
So, that is very important to me as far as the recruitment
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of staff is concerned, that creed should not be in there.
CHAIRMAN:

The problem with my good friend is that whatever

you say, we suspect you because of these kind of buildings.
PROF WIECHERS:

As I understand there is a problem.

In

America, for instance, you have church schools and all
these private church schools have the right to select staff
and members who belong to the same faith or family of
faith.

The question this committee must make out to itself

is, would it be permissible for a private church school to
have a conscience clause in the recruitment of staff?

That

is the question.
CHAIRMAN:
ciety.

This is going to be an orderly, democratic so-

Practices that are used in democratic societies are

going to be used.

I don't think the fear of the honourable

member is going to be there, because if I apply to school
A, which is a religious private school, there are committees who look at my qualifications, including my religious
beliefs, and they could disqualify me through interviews
and so on.

You are going to interview me, you are going to

look at my CV and you may even tell me "you don't meet the
requirements because you are a Communist."

Then I might go

to court to see whether I was denied my basic fundamental
right by saying I cannot be employed at your school because
I am a Communist.

They may say you have a right to deny me

because I am a Communist.
basis of my race,

But if you denied me on the

I may go to the court again, because we

are afraid about this question of racial background we come

-

from.
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That is why I say whenever you talk you give us the

impression of wanting to go back to the old situation.
That is the fear.

We are unfair to you, because we always

thinK that way.
MR PRETORIUS:

On a point of order.

I have no oroblem with

race and colour, only with creed as far as the staff is
concerned.
DR TJITENDERO:

I also want to, for the sake of fairness,

concede to Mr Pretorius with the proviso that we delete
creed and bring back (d) from the working document.

That

way we balance off things.
MR RUPPEL:

There is an inconsistency now.

Is the creed

only going to relate to staff or also pupils, because that
must be clear.
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:

Only to staff.
So, creed remains in relation to pupils but not

to staff.
CHAIRMAN:
DR IYAMBO:

Article 21.
Before we go to article 21, before we leave the

rights, I was just wondering whether it will be proper now
that the society also provides a right to medical treatment, if that could be considered as a right and whether it
could be put in the constitution.

We must not be denied

the right to be treated.
CHAIRMAN:

The right to be treated or the right to be

healthy.
DR IYAMBO:

To be healthy is entirely in your own hands,
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yourself.

That is up to

But if you are sick and go to hospital, then

there should be the provision that you have the right to be
treated.
CHAIRMAN:

There is no discrimination in this country,

from

now on.
_:;DV CHASKALSON:

The problem that I see in that is one of

finance, because there is a provision outlawing all forms
of discrimination and requiring quality of treatment.
Whether you can have a fundamental right to free medical
treatment would really depend on the resources, wouldn't
it?
CHAIRMAN:

It is state policy.

ADV CHASKALSON:

You could put it into the directives and

say that as far as possible the state, within its resources, shall provide medical treatment and write that into
state policy.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

What about the right to pensions for old

people?
ADV CHASKALSON:
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:
"extent",

State policy.

Article 21 is agreed.

(a) is agreed.

Just a very small thing,

(b) •

"limit" should be

just to get my record straight and then the word

"its" in the second line should be "it is".
ADV. CHASKALSON:

It is a badly formulated provision, we

can make it better.

I think we can get the language right

if the principle is accepted.
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Article 22 - apartheid.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr Pretorius, confes-

sions now.
MR PRETORIUS:

I understand your sentiments and I think I

very much acknowledgement for it, but I don't think it is
something for a bill of rights, because after 25 years it
will expire, so it is not a fundamental right.

I think

this i5 a question of policy and it must be stated as such.
That is my first feeling.

Even the women, after 25 years

we don't have to look after their interests anymore in the
same sense, according to sub (4), but is very important to
me that if you accept it like this, that there must be some
form of definition of the ideology of apartheid, otherwise
I am trespassing every minute.
DR TJITENDERO:

Miune is just a brief comment.

I

do be-

lieve that the time-frame,_as far as apartheid and discriminatory practices are concerned may seem to be an achieveable goal, but that being so, I do not believe that the
consequences thereof will be eradicated within a specified
period.

so you have two sides.

One is what has taken

place that is leading to the implementation of affirmative
actions, and affirmative action, be it discrimination stemming from apartheid or discrimination stemming from traditional practice, tribalism, whatever negative essence you
have, will be a continuous process.

so, therefore I do be-

lieve it should be stated here and be maintained.

Maybe

what we might want to emphasise are maybe the specific
acts.

Of course, that will come in specific legislation,
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but I do believe that apartheid, discrimination stemming
from tribalism,
disease,

nepotism, whatever, will be a continuous

a continuous evil as long as the society is going

through its transformation.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Therefore it should stand.

I am for affirmative action, make no mis-

take about it, but I think we must get a number of things
clearly stated.

I am not so sure what is the motive behind

this proposition in the way it is formulated,
the dark.
two:

I am a bit in

Maybe I can have my own assumptions.

Affirmative action,

Number

as we all know, originated in the

United States by the time of Pres. Johnson.

The Civil

Rights Act was passed around 1964 and from there on there
have been many cases in that respect,

at universities, of

contracts by so-called minority groups,
centage and things like that.

that certain per-

Minority action was supposed

to be a series of measures taken to overcome the effects of
past discrimination by individuals belonging to certain
groups, sometimes termed as minority groups.

Now, those

were classified in terms of sex, in terms of age,

in terms

of race and a number of things, but the fundamental concept
here was the application to individuals belonging to groups
that are generally seen as having been disadvantaged.
did not apply wholesale to groups per se.

It

So, I think here

we must be very careful to apply to ethnic groups and
things like that, because it is a fact of life that there
are also individuals belonging to this community who have
never been disadvantaged.

Maybe they couldn't come in a
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shop because they were black or sit in a cafeteria, but
they made millions themselves.
as we said earlier,

So,

therefore, this being,

throughout the discussion this was a

bill for the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms
of individuals.

Then I think we must stick to that and

don't mix it up.

We stopped Mr Pretorius

several times to

directly or indirectly introduce or refer to the problematic of groups,

so therefore here we should not now become

turncoats and then do the same thing we said should not be
done.

Therefore I

MR ANGULA:

think ...

Will the honourable member please address him-

self to the particular paragraph so that he can make an
amendment.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
debate,

I

am coming to that.

This is a general

I did not speak before, Mr Mudge and others spoke

and it is my right to speak.

You must have the patience to

listen to others, others listen to you.

I want to provide

a framework so that you understand why I am making a certain proposition.
So therefore I want to make the following proposition.
I think we should have two things to do here.

Either we

bring back the essence of that particular article and it
becomes a subsection of article 9 which deals with equality
and freedom from discrimination, or it stays where it is,
but it becomes in a different sense,

and to make it short,

that parliament shall make legislation in order to redress
the consequences for individual Namibians of past discri-
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CHAIRMAN:
MR BIWA:

Is that agreed?

Nobody has comment on that.

I have no problem with the title, I have no pro-

blem with affirmative action in principle.

My problem

seems to be the place of this article in the constitution.
We have said that all rights are non-derogable, but here we
have a right which expires in twenty years'

time.

My ques-

tion is, I would like to have information from the lawyers
why they saw it fit to have this article under the basic
rights that are non-derogable while it expires in 25 years'
time?

Just for clarification.

CHAIRMAN:

The question is, is this a basic right and is it

in the right place or can it be moved to another place?

Is

it a basic enforcable right by court?
ADV CHASKALSON:

It appears in the section, if one goes

back in the constitution, you will see that article 21
dealt with limitations on fundamental rights.

Article 22

deals with affirmative action, article 23 deals with derogation.

So, it is really dealing with things that in some

way might affect other rights in the constitution.

Article

22 makes clear that this provision is paramount and that
all other provisions of the constitution must be subservient to it.

That gives effect to what is stated in sub-

article (1) and makes that absolutely clear.

The reason

why the 25 year provision applies, is that in the draft
document it was specifically provided that paragraph 2, not
paragraph 1, nor the other paragraphs, should have a limit

-

of 25 years.
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It seemed to us that paragraphs 1 and 2

should be together and so we contained it all in the same
article and we gave it the paramouncy which we understood
was common cause.
MR MUDGE:

I didn't want to speak on this particular para-

graph, but now you have discussed the possibility of making
this part of another article, which I will support.

But I

think I can better do so when I discuss the principle in
subsection (2).

Maybe we should just leave that for the

time-being and then come back after we have agreed on the
formulation.

I think it will be easier to decide where it

belongs.
MR PRETORIUS:

I still have a problem because I have prin-

ciple objections that it is a basic right.

I have no pro-

blem with putting things right, but I think that is a question of policy.

But if you want to pass it paragraph by

paragraph, I still have the problem of the definition of
the ideology of apartheid, because we can't we deal with
something which we don't know what it exactly means.
CHAIRMAN:

In the context of our society I do not know of

anybody who doesn't know about apartheid.

If it is in a

foreign country you will have a good point, but since we
are writing this constitution for our own people ••
MR PRETORIUS:

I want the comment of the lawyers, can it be

dealt with as such in court, for example?

When am I pro-

pating or practising apartheid?
DR TJIRIANGE:

There is an international convention on
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suppression and punishment for the crime of apartheid.
Article 22(1)

CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:

Principally I am against loading this constitu-

tion with repetitive or unnecessary things.
to (1).

This applies

If one looks at the preamble, we made our point

where we stand with apartheid.

If you also take into con-

sideration that discrimination is not possible under our
fundamental rights section,
any even,

if it wants to,

then it is up to parliament in

to provide penal provisions in an

act of parliament against a particular form of discrimination.

There is no particular need to have this section in

here.
MR MUDGE:
start?

Let us just go back, where did this discussion

Let's think about that.

We, in the original work-

ing paper, under article 6, under the article making provision for equality and freedom from discrimination, there
was a clause 4, subsection (4) making provision for affirmative action.

That was your Swapo-draft which we accepted

as a working paper.

I have a problem with the words "any

class of persons" because of the fact that when you refer
to a class of persons you again refer to a group, while we
are discussing human rights, individual rights.

But we

also have problems with the words "bona fide perception of
parliament", for instance, and others, so we referred this
paragraph to the lawyers.

They came back not only with a

new formulation, but they came back with a new article,
namely article 22 - apartheid and affirmative action.

For
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me that creates more problems.

In the original draft I had

problem with "any class of persons", but now I have a problem with "racial groups and ethnic groups", that all have
to be defined.

Now they have complicated matters even more

as far as I am concerned.

I think in this committee there

is consensus that there must be affirmative action, and all
of us know exactly what we want to achieve.

We want to ad-

vance those people who have been discriminated against, let
there be no doubt about that.

But we must formulate it in

such a way that we not scare people to death and create the
impression that everything will now be done for some people
and others have no hope in this country.

I think we must

also now be concerned about the perception that we can
create in the community.

For that reason, and to save

time, if we can just add a- clause to article 9 that "without derogating from the provisions of subarticle (1),
parliament shall be entitled to enact legislation providing
for the advancement of persons or any person."

If you give

a right to a person, he can also exercise that right in
association with others.

" .• legislation for providing for

the advancement of persons within the Republic of Namibia
who have been socially, economically and educationally
handicapped by past discriminatory laws and practices or to
achieve a balanced structuring of the public service, the
police force,

the defence force,

prison services, provided

that such legislation shall not prejudice the rights of
other persons."

The last words I am not so sure about,

I
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think that we can reconsider, because it might sort of
bedevil everything.

But Sir, if I have to choose between

the original article and the new one, I will, without hesitation, prefer the first one, because the second one, as
far as I am concerned, is more complicated.

We must not

continue to refer to racial groups and ethnic groups and
create the possibility that a future government can come
and say because of past discriminatory laws half of the
Herero nation was extinguished and there must now be a
specific programme to advance the Herero nation.
we are looking for trouble.

I think

I think that every person in

this country who has been discriminated against has the
right that there must be special programmes to advance him
and others belonging to the same category.
problem with that, but

fo~

We don't have a

the same reason that I oppose

group rights, for the same reason I will oppose rights
given to other groups for the future.

And Sir, all I want

to ask, let us not, without sacrificing the principle,
create new problems and new suspicions and new perceptions.
I have made a proposal, we can discuss the proposal, but it
belongs, as far as I am concerned, under paragraph 9.

I

also have a problem with 5 on page 19, that the provisions
of this article shall be paramount and nothing contained in
this constitution shall be construed as detracting in any
way therefrom.
is.

I am not sure what the implications of that

It might be okay, but I am not sure what the implica-

tions might be.

But for that reason, more than any other,

L

-
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I think this particular subparagraph must be formulated
correctly.
BUSINESS SUSPENDED
BUSINESS RESUMED:
CHAIRMAN:

I think we were just about to adopt article

22(1) when we adjourned.

Statements were made about affir-

mative action, aoartheid and some were suggesting that we
are repeating too much because these things are already
covered.

But considering our historical background I

thought that affirmative action was agreed upon, that it
must be there.

~aybe

it is a question where it must come.

Do we leave it to the lawyers to put it properly after they
have listened to our debate, to adjust it so that we can go
ahead with the very serious matters which are still ahead
of us?
MR ANGULA:

I only want to say that we have to make a deci-

sion either way.

What has happened right now in this docu-

ment is that the lawyers thought it would be good to lift
out something in the constitution as a way of addressing
the problem of apartheid and I thought it was good
approach.

Now Mr Mudge proposed that it would be better to

make statements of this nature connected to article 9,
which is part of rights and freedoms.

I thought that you

already had those rights as a consequence of these inalienable rights.

I thought what was happening here in

this article 22 is to say that yes, you have certain rights
but they are not complete to certain sections of society,
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so therefore we are trying to complete certain things to be
done.

What I want to say is whether this we should have

this article standing by itself or we want to say yes, we
have those rights but something is missing,

therefore we

will have affirmative action in the context of article 9.
For my part I thought the paragraph read by Mr Mudge was
something quite interesting, something which I thought does
take care of a number of issues that are covered here.

The

only thing which is missing there is the question of women,
that we want to say something special about women.

Perhaps

we can delete again and see whether we can accommodate
women somewhere and at that stage we can decide whether to
put it here or to actually make it an appendix to article
9.
MR MUDGE:

But isn't a woman a person?

MR ANGULA:

Well, complaints were always lodged, double

oppression they say.
MRS ITHANA:

If we are going to say person, then we must

also emphasise sex.

It must be put there so that there is

a link between that person and ..
CHAIRMAN:

When we say person we are covering everybody.

MRS ITHANA:

But some persons were discriminated against

more than others.

We were discriminated against because we

are black and we were discriminated against because we are
woman.
MR PRETORIUS:
9(2) to:

We have accepted yesterday to change article

"No person may be discriminated against on the
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grounds of" and we placed sex first.
MR MUDGE:

So it is covered.

I think I can say this under a point of order.

We are talking now about discrimination because of apartheid because of apartheid, etc., but even the white women
maintain that we have discriminated against them.

So I

think there must be a separate provision, it cannot come in
here.

White women did not suffer because of the practice

of apartheid,

they have suffered because of the old tradi-

tions.
CHAIRMAN:

There is a request that Mr Mudge's formulation

be read out.
MR PRETORIUS:

He must now please read article 9 and then

his amendment.
MR MUDGE:

As article 9 is formulated now in the original:

"All people shall be equal_ before the law.

No person may

be discriminated against on grounds of sex, ethnic origin,
religion, creed, social or economic status."
gested that you bring in paragraph 9(3):

Then I sug-

"Without dero-

gating from the provisions of subarticle (1), parliament
shall be entitled to enact legislation providing for the
advancement of persons within the Republic of Namibia who
have been socially, economically and educationally handicapped by past discriminatory laws or practices, or to
achieve the balanced structuring of the public service,
police force, defence force and the prison services."
I added:

Then

" .• provided that such legislation shall not pre-

judice the rights of other persons."

I am not hundred per-
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cent sure about the last words, because they might have
been covered already by the first sentence.
CHAIRMAN:

I think we must leave out the last ones. Other-

wise I think it is good.
MRS ITHANA:

The paragraph is quite good, but too many

people, when we are talking about discrimination, do not
automatically get out that women have been discriminated
against, unless if we make a paragraph that is specifically
addressing the imbalance that affects women.
CHAIRMAN:

Why don't we add a sentence or just word?

MR ANGULA:

Why can't we leave that with article 22(4)?

CHAIRMAN:

Mr Mudge has read his paragraph, which means we

are going to eliminate (1) and (2) and (3) and we transfer
that to article 9.
DR TJIRIANGE:
MR MUDGE:

(3) is deleted.

Why only 25 years?

Is it in any way dangerous

if we make it clear that we don't want to create discrimination in reverse?
ment of the persons.

We say that providing for the advanceAdvancement to the stage of equality,

not past the stage of equality.

I would want the lawyers,

this is now a matter of formulation.

I think the principle

is made clear, it is now a matter of formulation.
CHAIRMAN:

So, 22 is out.

ADV CHASKALSON:

Could I explain the practical problem

which Mr Mudge's formulation presents in drafting, and it
may be a matter of principle.

Let me illustrate it by

reference to how affirmative action works.

It can work in
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Let's take education for instance.

There may be ten places in a medical school and those ten
places have to be allocated.

You may have ten white can-

didates, you may have ten black candidates.

The ten white

candidates may be educationally better qualified than the
ten black candidates, but there may be policy reasons for
choosing some of the black candidates over the white candidates.

The policy reasons would be that historically

there aren't enough black doctors.

Now, the five people

who were chosen may not be handicapped, they may come from
middle-class families.

They may not be able to show that

they personally have been disadvantages, but there may be
very good reasons why in the selection, in order to get a
more balanced medical profession, you would choose five
persons who have not been disadvantaged.

That would be one

problem which has to be catered for if that principle were
to be accepted.
The other problem that needs to be catered for is
that in the pursuit of affirmative action policy you may
wish to use a variety of techniques.

For instance, you may

say that there shall be government incentives to people who
employ disadvantaged persons.

The employer may not be a

disadvantaged person, but the incentive to the employer
enables disadvantaged persons to be employed.

Contracts

may be offered to corporations who can be identified with
particular employment practices in order to encourage those
practices.

All this has happened in America.

If you pur-
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in your constitution is wide enough to enable it to be implemented, you can run into difficulties under your equality provision, and the reason for the very broad formulation under 22(1) was to enable parliament to have a wide
range to implement those policies and the paramouncy provision was designed to show that it should take precedence
over the equality provision in such a situation.

I don't

believe you can have affirmative action without prejudicing
someone, because if someone is being advantaged, then in
the nature of things somebody else is not getting that
advantage.
MR MUDGE:

That is the price we have got to pay and I ac-

cept that.

ADV CHASKALSON:

It is really a question of formulation and

it is a very difficult formulation, because if the provision is too narrow you are going to encounter problems in
court.

If the provision is too wide, it can lead to abuses

and it is a question of striking the balance so as to make
sure that there aren't abuses and yet it is wide enough to
enable a variety of policies to be adopted.

The reason of

this particular formulation was to link the affirmative
action for social, economic and education advantage to redress the consequences of past discriminatory laws and
practices.

That was meant to be a limiting factor.

The

words "in the bona fide perception of parliament" were in
the original draft and they were taken over because that
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was a criterium and the courts could look at that if they
chose to look at that.

All I am saying is that the formu-

lation which is now being put to us, carries within it
latent difficulties in adopting the type of policy which
have suggested might be an ordinary part of affirmative
action.

I appreciate the reasons for it and I appreciate

the difficulty of striking a balance, that we are not benefitting people who shouldn't really be benefitted under the
guise of affirmative action, and then at the same time
closing the door to governmental policies which might be to
promote blacks in particular professions.

All that has to

be encompassed within an affirmative action provision if
that be the principle, and those really are difficulties.
it is a very, very difficult provision to draft.
PROF WIECHERS:

I am addressing this to the meeting here,

isn't the answer that we stick to the provision as it has
been suggested here, but then in the same vein of structuring the balance structuring, you also make provision for
programmes advancing handicapped people.

That would cater

for the affirmative action for institutions, firms that
would employ handicapped people.

You stick to the cultu-

rally, socially, economically deprived disadvantaged people
from discriminatory practices, but also extend the possibility of helping institutions undertaking such programmes.
ADV CHASKALSON:

But that is in the way it has been formu-

lated.
PROF WIECHERS:

I don't understand that.

If you authorise
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all about, and as I understand my colleague here, we put up
with the problem where you give certain benefits under affirmative action, not to the disadvantaged people so to
say, but to institutions conducting or running programmes
for that.
PROF CHASKALSON:

I can respond to that question.

My dif-

ficulty is that I think I myself would believe that if you
give a position to a person in an educational institution
because that person is black, not because that person can
show that he or she is disadvantaged, other than being
black, but that he might have come from a middle-class
home, he might have come from a wealthy home, but if you
give a place there to a person who is black, you are giving
that place on the grounds of race or on the grounds of
ethnicity, but you are giving the place for that reason and
the reason you are doing it is because you perceive it to
be in the public interest that that person should be benefitted in order to remedy the consequences of past discriminatory laws or practices.

The consequences of past

discriminatory laws or practices which are there being
remedied is the insufficient number of black doctors, not
the individual.

That could then be justified.

If you tie

it to handicapped persons - and I don't like the word
handicapped, I prefer the word disadvantaged, then you get
an argument as to whether the particular African who is
receiving the benefit can claim to be a disadvantaged per-

son,

and that is why the somewhat general formulation was

adopted.
fess,
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It was really for that reason,

and I must con-

I find it a very, very difficult problem, because I

understand the conflicting tensions which exist.
it differently?

Can I put

It seems to me that the one thing that a

new government can offer in this country is the advancement
of people who have been disadvantaged for historic reasons.
The reason why there are no black doctors or insufficient
black doctors is because of apartheid.

The reason why

there are insufficient professional black people is because
of apartheid.
is:

The one thing your government can offer

We may not have money today, we may not have this, but

we are going to redress the past.

That is why the affir-

mative action provision becomes such a key-provision in the
constitution and it is also the reason, unless that can be
offered you may have instability, people's hopes may be
crushed.

If they are frustrated in the courts there can be

difficulty, and I think we must be very careful in the
formulation of the provision, not to narrow it in a way
which creates those consequences.

The question is how to

have it wide enough without it being abused, because the
fear is of abuse at a certain stage and there may be in
this formulation a way of addressing that particular problem to tie in some sort of tests.
immediately.

I can't think of them

But I think it is a very difficult provision

for the reasons that I have given.
PROF ERASMUS:

There is the possibility when addressing
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that if one wants to achieve that particular effect, you
will have to do it in your law.

So, you will have to - and

that is the type of decision that will have to be made
provide for a sort of indirect mechanism.

But you are not

benefitting the individual that you want to reach directly,
but indirectly through incentives.
that has been identified.

That is the one thing

This is part of the explanation

for the formulation as it stands at the moment.
A final thing that I would like to mention in support
of the previous speaker - and that is not a legal argument,
it is an observation in respect to the working of democracy
in this society

-

if there is this possibility of frus-

tration, when it is tied up to this very progressive and
democratic document,

if that is a disappointment in terms

of the expectations that you want to create by introducing
affirmative action,

it could have long-term negative poli-

tical consequences you will have to face and plan for.
MR MUDGE:

It is not a political consequence at all.

think this is where the misunderstanding comes in.
we want to achieve in the end?

I

What do

We want to have a prospe-

rous country with enough money to advance people, to be
able to settle farmers,
quality of life.

train doctors and to improve the

That is what we want.

that because this is a poor country.

But we can't have

Then we can have all

the provisions in our constitution, but provisions in a
constitution will never advance people socially, economi-

-

cally and educationally.
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If you want to advance people you

have to have a strong and sound economy.

If you build in

provisions in your constitution which will scare away
money, investments, know-how, what is the use of having
provisions in the constitution if you don't have the means
to achieve that?

My concern about this provision is not a

political one at all.

I have always been prepared to face

political consequences for what I believe in.

I am con-

country will still be poor, they will still be backwards,
you will still not have enough black doctors in spite of
the constitution, and this is why I have been fighting
right from the beginning against any provisions in the
When a per-

son looks at this provision, what will his reaction be?
doctor will say:

A

"Well, I am well-qualified, I might be

the best surgeon in the world, but because of this provision I have no hope in this country, because if I apply for
a job then I will not get the first chance."

Now you can

try and convince him and say it will not be that bad, but
he will not listen to you.

I don't want to prolonge the

discussion or anything, but I want to be misunderstood, it
is not a political consideration, it is a practical consideration.

I feel that we must somehow make provision for

affirmative action.
to be paid.

There is no way and there is a price

White people will paY. for the sins of their

fathers, there is no doubt about that and I accept that.

,"\

~
~
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cerned that after all, after 25 years the people in this

constitution which might frighten away people.

-~::~

-
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But having punished them we haven't solved the problem.

We

have to solve the problem and you can only do that if we
formulate this in such a manner that we will not do harm to
the economy of the country.
the backdoor.

We are reintroducing through

I want to warn,

the way it reads now it is

first of all based on the bona fide perception of parliament in the public interest, and now they say "the advancement on grounds of race, colour, ethnic origin, sex,
religion, creed."

In other words, if somebody can prove

that because of the policies of the past a particular
church has been disadvantaged, you can have a special programme and now they can discriminate even between black
groups.

They can say the Hereros had been disadvantaged,

there must now be a special programme because there must be
more Herero doctors or there must be more Ovambo doctors. I
am not saying it is going to happen, but it is possible. We
are opening the door so wide that we can never control it.
MR ANGOLA:

First of all I would like to make two general

statements, to say that what the honourable Mr Chaskalson
has said, or I think it was Mr Erasmus, that there are
certain consequences we have to face because of the expectations of people of benefits that will come.

There is

another point that you can also scare people.

I think it

is a question of where to strike the balance and I think
that is a difficult thing.

Having said that, I would like

to think that my reading of artic!e 22(2) is not as Mr
Mudge tried to implied.

I think what you are trying to
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These are the three things we are trying to address.

Race

and creed come only in because you are explaining that
these three things were not addressed.

It does not mean

that you are going to address sex, religion and these
things.

There are three things we are supposed to address

in affirmative action:
equal opportunities.

to advance socially, to give them
Then the bona fide perception of

parliament, that is still subject to tests by courts.

We

have the Constitutional Court which is going to say no,
your perceptions are so subjective that you are now actually violating the constitution by drafting that legislation.
So I

think that is a kind of way to ensure the perceptions

of parliament is not just something out of nowhere.
can still be corrected by courts.

That

So I don't think we

should be over-worried about these things, because there
are three courts there.
But what I think should happen is, if the lawyers can
look very carefully at what Mr Mudge drafted and try to see
how to make it workable within the framework of 22, perhaps
that can help us.

The further point I would like to make

is, we will not be helped by maintaining 22(5) to be part
of the whole thing.

If we maintain that, we should put it

with 22(4), so that we have an improvement on Mr Mudge's
text,

to make it a bit wider to accommodate the views ex-

pressed by the learned lawyer and they are going to have
this provision.
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PROF ERASMUS:

I

just want to point out that if 22(1) is

dropped completely, as you have suggested, of course the
case of still keeping 22(5) is that it will only relate
to ...
"lR MUDGE:

It is not necessary.

PROF ERASMUS:

That is the point.

Especially in the light

of the fact that you have earlier suggested that this one
of affirmative action must move to no 9.

Then you must

bring it back somewhere else like in education.

It doesn't

make sense here.
CHAIRMAN:

If it stands here it covers all of that.

ADV CHASKALSON:

Yes, if you put in 9 as a qualification of

9, then you will have to write it into all the other provisions where you want it.
CHAIRMAN:

It must stay separately, that way it will cover

all the others.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I hope between what the legal advisors

have in mind and what Mr Mudge was proposing there and some
of the things we have said, if they can come out with something else then I will be glad.

I only hope that we will

not have too many ambiguities in this constitution that
sometimes we don't know where we are going to be landing.
That is the fear I have.

I think we should attempt to be

more specific as far as we can do so.

Affirmative action

against apartheid and all these things, yes.
paragraph on its own, yes.

If it is a

The application of this policy

is for the disadvantaged individuals of Namibia because of
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Not ethnic groups, not all sorts of

things, because that is going to open a Pandora Box.
MR STABY:

I have a concern I would like to put to our

learned friends.

This article 22(5):

"No provision of

this article shall be paramount and nothing contained in
this constitution shall be construed as detracting in any
way therefrom."

I am concerned that this article erodes

article 5 at the beginning - fundamental rights and freedoms.

If there is an erosion, in order to facilitate af-

firmative action,

then I would request our learned friends

to make very sure indeed that that erosion is limited.
That is the only request that I have.
CHAIRMAN:

I think we have shifted some parts to 9, but

there is a strong argument from the lawyers that they have
difficulties in how to balance certain things, and therefore they thought it should stand separately to show what
we are addressing,
certain groups.

the past actions that did disadvantage

By doing that you may hurt other groups,

so therefore the lawyers are now well-informed that they
may keep it separately as article 22, but redrafting it,
bringing in Mr Mudge's contribution and not to create a
situation where it is going to be exploited by opportunists
and also where it is going to be abused by some people who
are not poor, who did not suffer, who happen to black like
Nahas and I and benefitted from that.
MR MUDGE:

For I record I must say I am not concerned about

people being hurt,

I am concerned about the country being
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People will be hurt in any case, but we don't want

the country to be hurt.
CHAIRMAN:

I am making an exception.

I said yesterday we

are not going back to anything we discussed, but this one
we must see again after it has been redrafted.
23(1) - agreed.
MR RUPPEL:

Article

Article 23(2).

Article 23(2)(l)(b):

I just want to remind

ourselves again that we have already agreed that the provisions of article 9 and this article should be streamlined.

This preventative detention provision.

That was

already discussed and agreed.
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUKORO:

Article (c).
I was just going to say that instead of six

months we talked of three months.
CHAIRMAN:

Article (2)(d),

~page

20.

Agreed.

Article

23(3).
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I would like article 9, equality and free-

dam from discrimination, to be added there after 8, and
then I would like 14(e) to be included here and then I
would also like to add after "access to a court of law"
that this is also applicable in the case of martial law.
MR MUDGE:

We feel that even under these circumstances the

presumption of innocent and the legal representation and
preparation for trial and the testimony obtained under torture and political activity should not be included in the
articles enumerated in subarticle (3).
ADV CHASKALSON:

In an emergency or martial law often you

-

stop political activity.
don't function at all.
::..aw.
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And under martial law the courts
The military rules under martial

Martial law is an objective state.

It is only when

war is actually raging and the commander of the forces has
to make decisions in relation to the war and at the site of
the war and you can't go to court and try and overrule the
commander.

But political activity may be difficulty for an

emergency.

When we were discussing this draft ourselves we

=elt that we will be happy to have as wide a range as nonderogable rights as possible.
tried to follow the list.

We were given a list and we

We thought there had been agree-

ment in principle on the list and we didn't want to create
disagreement by adding to it.

But if there are other fun-

damental rights people wish added,

it is very easy to put

in.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

I added 9 and 14(e).

ADV CHASKALSON:

You may wish to limit freedom of associa-

tion during an emergency.
emergency.

You prohibit meetings in an

(e) is difficult.

MR BESSINGER:

That interpretation of the emergency I think

is a very narrow interpretation if one says that during the
course of emergency meetings cannot be allowed.

The emer-

gency might be of a nature where a meeting should be
allowed, where you want to gather the people.

It might be

of a national nature where you want people together and I
draw the distinction where the emergency if of a natural
origin as to social origin.
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ADV CHASKALSON:

I think that this is first of all a non-

derogation clause.

It says that parliament may make laws,

it does not say it shall make laws.

But the empowering

provision for the president to make the regulations under
an emergency must also be strictly related to the purpose
of the emergency.

So, if there were a natural disaster in

Swakoomund, it would be extremely difficult to see how you
could relate the prohibition of meetings in Windhoek to
that.

You would have to show the connection.

so, I think

there is that type of provision.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

But then this will also be applicable not

only in the case of emergencies, but also in the case of
martial law as well, these provisions here?
ADV CHASKALSON:

You can make whatever provisions you like

in a constitution for martial law, but with martial law you
haven't got courts.

There are no courts sitting in martial

law, so there is no one you can go to for relief.

If there

really is martial law, if war rages, then that is war.
MR BESSINGER:

Isn't martial law actually the suspension of

the constitution for that period?
PROF WIECHERS:

If you look at page 25, it says that at

times of martial law 23 will apply.

The president may not

act, so Mr Katjiuongua is correct that this would still
apply in martial law, as far as it is applicable.
want to make one very strong point.

I just

Even in martial law,

emergency law, the constitution is never suspended.

The

constitution provides and if I may also point out, that

-
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there are adequate provisions for checks and controls on
state of emergencies which you will find in article 26,
which will look after things.
there.

Parliament will still be

In a very short time it has to review, and it is

necessary sometimes in a state of emergency to prohibit
meetings, but then parliament is always in place to check
that.
CHAIRMAN:

We are agreed on that.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

Article 24 ( 1).

I want to take out:

" .. save in so far as

it may be authorised by the constitution."
MR ANGULA:

If you do that,

then you are actually repeating

a number of provisions in this constitution.

That refers

to a specific instruction in this constitution.
PROF WIECHERS:
thing.

Whether you have it or not it says the same

In many respects if the constitution says there is

a right of .... , unless by law of parliament it can be
restricted for this and that reason it is under the constitution.

The Bill of Rights here says there could be eli-

minations but never negate the essential.
the constitution.
MR STABY:

So, it is all in

You are really stating the obvious.

I would like to suggest that the words "takes

away or abridges the fundamental rights and freedoms" in
subarticle (1) be replaced by "abolish, diminish,abridge or
derogate the fundamental rights and freedoms."

The latter

expression should be used throughout the draft where the
words "takes away, deny, violate," etc., are used.
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.
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MR RUPPEL:

In subparagraph (l)(a), the third line: I am

not clear what this reference to the legislative body
means.

It is a phrase which was added by the lawyers and I

am not clear what it actually refers to.
.:;DV CHASKALSON:

It is a reference back to (i): "save in so

far as it may be authorised by this constitution, parliament or any other legislative body."
MR RUPPEL:

Could it perhaps be made a bit clearer?

DR TJIRIANGE:

Mine is more of a question.

It says the

court may declare a law contradictory to the constitution,
but then it still has to be enforced until such an action
has been taken.

Why is it so?

ADV CHASKALSON:

I think it is a mechanism which you find

in some constitutions, the German Constitution has it, the
American Constitution has it.

You may have a situation

where it is alleged that a particular school is being conducted in contravention of the constitution, and somebody
goes to court to challenge that, saying there is some form
of discrimination or something wrong in the way that school
is functioning.

The court upholds that point.

That may be

in the middle of the year, there may be a lot of a people
who are in that institution and if you close it immediately
a lot of prejudice will be done.

The court may say "you

must close that school at the end of the year."

In other

words, it isn't a compulsory thing, it is a mechanism to
enable the court, when it is confronted with a situation in
which some action has to be taken which, if taken immedia-
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tely, will be prejudicial, but if taken over a period of
time wouldn't be prejudicial, it can put the state or other
9erson on terms to do it within a particular time.
merely a facilitating provision for the court.

It is

It doesn't

mean the court has to do it, it means that the court may do
it if it considers it an appropriate case to do so. I think
that is the reason for the provision.

It was in the origi-

nal working paper and we were asked at the time whether we
thought that was a useful provision.

We felt it was a use-

ful provision for the reasons we have given and we didn't
see any reason to recommend that it be changed.
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUPPEL:

Thank you, article 24(l)(a) is adopted.

(b)?

I just want to point out here that we deal with

the same problem in this subparagraph, the problem of laws
enforce.

In article 65(1) and again in article 114 page

83, and if one deals on so many places with the same provision there is always a problem that one is creating an ambiguity when it comes to the interpretation of the same
phrase by the court.

So, I would like to see that they are

put together and cross-references are made if that is
necessary, rather than having different provisions every
time.
PROF WIECHERS:

We can look at this, but as I understood 65

was very much aimed at the common law, the customary law,
not laws of parliament.

But we will have a look at that.

CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

MR STABY:

We feel that not only an aggrieved person should

Article 24 ( 2).
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have the right to seek and obtain relief, but also a person
who is under eminent threat of violation or denial of any
of these fundamental rights.

If somebody is placed under

threat by some or other authority for whatever reason, we
feel that he must be able to seek relief.
ADV CHASKALSON:
that was so.

Is he not aggrieved?

I would have thought

But we got the point and we will look at

that, but I would have thought aggrieved covered people who
say that they are threatened.
CHAIRMAN:
~R

STABY:

Article 24(2) is adopted.

Article 24(3).

In the third line "applicant" should be

"person".
CHAIRMAN:

Agreed.

DR TJIRIANGE:

Article (4).

I wonder what this particular paragraph

wants to achieve, because I think the court will definitely
know what kind of action to take.
ADV CHASKALSON:

Are we prescribing?

It is an empowering provision.

the original draft,

It was in

the working paper, and we thought that

was a principle that has been accepted, so we didn't give
any detailed consideration to it.

I think what it means is

that the court can at the same time as it declares something unconstitutional also award damages in the ~arne proceedings.

It doesn't say the court has to.

PROF WIECHERS:

It doesn't mean to say that you can just go

and claim damages, you will have to show that you have
suffered.

It is only stated that you can combine and it is

important that this review and .... action can be combined.
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I want to make absolutely sure that no court or

tribunal may give any ruling which affects fundamental
rights.

Can I take that for granted?

The courts are

governed by the constitution?
PROF WIECHERS:
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, that is in article 5.

Agreed.

DR TJITENDERO:

We come to article 25.

Mine is a comment.

In view of existing

laws, does this fall under the fundamental rights?
there any justification or is it an omission?

Is

It needs to

be looked into, but I am just asking the question.
PROF ERASMUS:

The reason why we put it there was to make

sure that the existing laws will be in conformity with the
fundamental rights.
DR TJITENDERO:

The difficulty that a layman like me has is

that a chapter should fall_ under a separate subheading.
Maybe if this refers specifically to the review there
should be an appropriate subheading to make the break
there.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

That was my first point.

My second point

is that I think the whole question of reviewing laws and so
on should be the function,
the ombudsman.

not of a standing committee of

I think the ombudsman has work elsewhere to

do, he should stick to his work.

I think this would be the

job of a standing committee of the Assembly.

I think this

is a conventional sort of approach that matters of this
nature are dealth with by a standing committee of the
Assembly.

I think when we come to that stage we should
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have in the Assembly which, of course, somehow must be
comparable to the portfolios the ministers will have.

In

some countries they have a finance committee who deals with
the budget and taxes and things like that, and when it
comes to this specific issue,

they have standing committees

that deal with the constitution, laws and justice.

I think

this whole question of reviewing legislation should be the
function of that particular standing committee which shall
report to the National Assembly.
~RS

ITHANA:

A lot of what I wanted to say was said by the

previous speakers, but then I

just have one small question.

I don't know whether maybe we differ with Comrade Katjiuongua by definition of what he calls the standing committee.
I thought this issue could be dealt with by the Law Reform
Commission which is not supposed to be necessarily an
appendix of the parliament.
DR TJIRIANGE:

Almost along the same lines.

I don't think

that the two are contradictary, the commissions.

Normally

the practice is that there is a Law Reform Commission which
is under the Attorney General, and they study the laws and
report directly to the Attorney General who is in the
ministry of justice.

But this does not say that the par-

liament may not have a committee to help it in understanding legislation or, if it so wishes, to deal with certain
laws and report to them.

Therefore I agree with you that

the ombudsman has to go, that this is a function of the Law
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MR ANGOLA:

This is the practice in most countries.

I would like to propose that Chapter 3, which

is fundamental rights and freedoms, concludes with article
24 - enforcement of fundamental rights and freedoms.

Then

article 25 should come under some kind of executive authority.
CHAIRMAN:

There was already a concrete proposal by Dr

Tjitendero that the two should be separated and the lawyers
will do that.
MR ANGOLA:
throughout.

You need this kind of commission to work
The Assembly only sits part of the year.

When

this committee submits reports, it is supposed to be
tabled.

It will then be the duty of that committee to look

at those reports.

So there is a need to have this commis-

sian, it is a permanent thing.
PROF WIECHERS:

It is not permanent.

nature of transitional.

It is really in the

In subarticle ( 2):

"The commis-

sion referred to shall report to the president periodically
and shall complete its report not later than •.• "

It is a

house-cleaning operation within six months.
MR ANGOLA:

That is not workable.

laws within six months.

You can't finish all the

At a later stage, as you apply the

laws, you discover something is wrong.
MR MUDGE:
MR ANGOLA:

These are only existing laws.
Yes, there are too many.

Some of them are just

on the statute book, we are not even aware of them.
PROF WIECHERS:

Yes, I agree with the honourable member,

I
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r

but there are quite a few provisions in the constitution

i

for that ongoing revision,

[
i

in parliament itself, it can be

referred to the Constitutional Court, before it becomes law
That part goes on.

by president.
it,

This, as we understood

is a very much one and only cleaning operation for pre-

independence.
MR ANGULA:

I thought we have said in the constitution

somewhere that all the existing laws will remain in force
until repealed or replaced.

For that reason, in order to

repeal or replace them you need a commission to look at
those laws, and I am saying those laws are too many.
were acts of parliament, some were done here.

Some

Can you

really finish it within six months?
PROF WIECHERS:
six months.

No, but this is a cleaning~operation for

They will look at the most obvious.

It

doesn't mean to say that after this cleaning operation is
over that those passed legislation is then validated.
it will be picked up by the Attorney General,
picked up by parliament, work will go on.
as a very ad hoc transitional process.

Then

it will be

But this I see

But of course, if

you want to prolong it and make this a more permanent commission it can be done, but it seems duplicating the work
of parliament, other committees, Law Reform and the
Attorney General to have this specific commission carrying
on its work.
MR STABY:

But it is up to you.

We have sympathy for the proposal of Mr Katji-

uongua, because after all,

the organ of state which is

- 104 responsible for the introduction, amendment and repeal of
legislation is the National Assembly, and therefore we
would have argued that a standing committee appointed by
parliament does this work.

But I can see the merits of the

reviewing function of this commission being an interim
activity and therefore it should relate to the transitional
provisions.

So, we would have no trouble with that.

Yesterday or early today we argued about time-periods
that should be taken away and I think if we place this
standing commission under the transitional provisions,
article 114, then I think the time-frame can also fall
away.
There is one other observation that I want to make and
that is that this commission is charged with the function
of advising parliament and the Attorney General as to the
identity of law in existence.
gest how to change it.

It is not supposed to sug-

They are only supposed to make a

list of these 125 problems.

The rectifying action must

then obviously be taken by parliament and not by the commission.
PROF KERINA:

Can you involve the Bar Association and the

Law Association in this committee?
CHAIRMAN:

Parliament is going to have standing committees

of its own anyway on many issues.

This review committee is

temporary for the transitional period.
MR CHASKALSON:

If the constitution appoints a commission,

that commission is going to remain in force unless there is

- 105 a mechanism provided for it to come to an end.

This pro-

vides that it should come to an end in six months.
seems to me,

in the light of the discussion, what would be

appropriate is to add a provision,
~ent

It

"provided that parlia-

may extend the life of the commission if so advised

:::rom time to time."
C:HAIRMAN:

Article 25 is adopted and removed to

transitional arrangements.
!!R BESSINGER:

The transitional provisions to my under-

standing are dealing with a specific period in our history
which will be between the adoption of this constitution and
the formation,

swearing in of a new government.

that will have to be done under article 25,

The work

if the argument

is being used that it should reside within the transitional
provisions, this work will carry on maybe for a year or
nine months.

I don't see this as a transitional activity.

You were quite right when you said every department has a
standing committee and they are of a permanent nature and
there will be a standing committee of the judiciary who
will for ever be working on these things.
CHAIRMAN:

The transitional period can even be ten years

after independence.
MR ANGULA:

That is an example.

I think the transitional arrangements to get

the government on its feet is not going to end on the
appointed date.
MR RUPPEL:

I think there is a misconception.

The transi-

tional period does not work from the time of adoption of

-
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this constitution to independence, but after this constitution comes into effect.

The transitional provisions them-

selves only become law from the moment the whole constitution becomes effective, which is the day of independence,
not adoption.

That is why Mr Staby raised it right in the

beginning or Mr Mudge,

that wherever there is a reference

to the adoption of the constitution one must look carefully
and rather have the date of independence.
MR ANGULA:

I do respect Mr Ruppel's legal background,

don't have any,
constitution,

I

I am a practical man and when I look at the

I look at it in practical terms.

There are

certain transitional provisions which actually need to go
in force before the appointed date,

for obvious reasons.

For example, who is going to swear in the president? There
are certain things we have~to do before independence.
CHAIRMAN:

I

think this is solved.

Parliament can extend

the six months.
DR TJIRIANGE:
here,

The commission that we are talking about

is it a Law Reform Commission within the Attorney

General's office or something else?

What are we providing

for?
CHAIRMAN:

We can do without this thing.

There are already

enough other institutions that can review and change the
laws.

So decided,

take it out.

Article 25 is redundant.

The standing committees will also be there.
MR STABY:

Article 91 deals with the Attorney General and I

just quickly read through it and I can't find anything
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which will review the existing laws.

I am asking that it

must be in there then.
BUSINESS SUSPENDED
BUSINESS RESUMED:
CHAIRMAN:

We are now moving to Chapter 3 - emergencies,

wars, martial laws.
DR TJITENDERO:
title reads:

Article 26(1)

I just want to propose the title, that the
"State of Public Emergency" and then under

that you enumerate what kind of emergency, whether it is an
earthquake, a war.

It opens up the broad chapter and then

the specifics come under it.

Then maybe the distinguished

lawyers can tell us, in a state of emergency, war and
martial law, whether what the regulations are.

.

They do not

seem to be the same thing in war and martial law.

To the

layman it sounds almost th€ same.
CHAIRMAN:

Any objection to the change of the title to

State of Public Emergency and then we list them, national
disaster, war, earthquake, riot.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think public emergency and martial law

are two different concepts.

It might be appropriate to

call it Public Emergency and Martial Law as a chapter
heading.
MEMBER:

But you don't declare martial law, you declare

war.
ADV CHASKALSON:

The power to declare war is contained

elsewhere under the executive powers, it is not dealt with
here, these are emergencies.
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CHAIRMAN:

The title is accepted.

MR RUPPEL:

Section 26(1)

I think 26 should not refer to the two actual

states to which this section relates, namely emergencies
and war,

and then it is just stating two sets of facts and

not what can be done in those situations, that you declare
martial war and all those sort of things.

But then it is

clearer what we deal with under this article.

lve just

refer to the set of facts and that can only be emergencies
and war and what we do under that.
ADV CHASKALSON:

The chapter heading is public emergency

and martial law and the article heading is emergency and
war?

Is that what the suggestion is?

MR RUPPEL:

State of Emergency and Martial Law.

The law-

yers can help us.
CHAIRMAN:
MR RUKORO:

It is a legal thing.
Where it says national disaster, I think it

should read "natural disaster".
MR HAMUTENYA:

Again on that line, emergency threatening

the life of the nation.

I think it is going too far.

not "threatening the security of the state"?

Why

I cannot

imagine where the whole nation will be extinct because of
some disaster.
PROF ERASMUS:

The phrase, "threatening the life of the

nation" is an accepted phrase.

You will encounter it, for

example, in the European Convention.

There also is avail-

able a number of jurisprudence on this particular article
and interpretation.

The explanation for that is to make it

- 109 clear that it must be a grave danger threatening the life
of the nation, not something trivial threatening, for
example, a government.

It

~ust

be something of a grave

nature.
'1R HAMUTENYA

0
:

An armed revolt, rebellion by a certain

group that wants power, would that now qualify under this
emergency?

They are just trying to topple the regime,

the

are not necessarily threatening the life of the nation.
DR TJI'I'ENDERO:
"national".

Mine was the retention of the word

We had a little discussion here and national

is also in conformity with the life of the nation and it
does not define the type of disaster, whether it is social
or an earthquake.
MR RUPPEL:
tion",

It is a national disaster.

Coming back to the concept of "life of a na-

I think part of the- life of this constitution and if

somebody threatens the operation and upholding of this
constitution by rebellion, which the honourable Hamutenya
referred to,

then I would think that would be a threat to

the life of the nation and it would warrant the declaration
in appropriate cases of a state of emergency.
that is covered.

So, I think

But there are fortunately decisions on

the interpretation of this in existence.

There will be

also learned writing on this, so one has a lot of assistance and aid in determining the ambit of a concept like this.
If we introduce a new concept it will land us in trouble.
PROF WIECHERS:
term,

One could of course say, it is an accepted

"threatening the life of the nation or the constitu-

- 110 tional order".
MR RUPPEL:

Yes, one could add that to make it very clear.

MR STABY:

The question arises, if one reads paragraphs (1)

and (2) together,

in the event that the National Assembly

does not aoprove a declaration of emergency by the president, what happens then?

Presumably the president, under

circumstances, can again declare a state of emergency.

I

want to know from our advisors whether there is precedent
in International Law as to whether a certain period must
elapse after the first declaration of emergency which was
not approved by parliament and a second declaration.

Hypo-

thetically, on the day the parliament disapproves of the
declaration, the president can again declare a state of
emergency.
PROF WIECHERS:

If there is reason to declare such a state

of emergency you can't wipe that possibility out.

If say,

for instance, parliament says "we revoke, we don't want a
state of emergency", and serious disorder breaks out, then
the president must of course.
controlled.

But again, it has to be

So there is not a one and all, you cannot say

"president, you have had your shot at a state of emergency", he still has to apply the same criteria and it could
happen immediately.

This is very much the position under

the French Constitution.

But there cannot be a restriction

that the president can only once declare an emergency.
will depend on the state of affairs and then parliament
again is there to control.

It
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We are victims of our own environment.

CHAIRMAN:

It is

true that the state of emergencies that we are aware of are
of political nature.

So we are victims of that, because if

it is a serious threat to the nation's life,

there will be

no time even to say no to the president for declaring that,
because you have war or disaster.
you cannot say no.

With earthquakes and so

But we are talking about our experience

of political state of emergencies in South Africa and so
on.

We must also be careful about inheriting these laws,

that we are saying the old laws can be in existence.

The

Zimbabwian Parliament never declare a state of emergency.
All they are using is Ian Smith's law.
Adopted.

(2){b)?

MR KATJIUONGUA:
members."

Adopted.

We go to ( 2) (a) .

Article (3).

" .• by a two-thirds majority of all its

What worries me here is "all its members."

Supposing for a variety of reasons, including tactical one,
somebody stays at home, one member stays home, can a decision still be taken by a two-thirds majority of those remaining?

Or suppose one does not stay home, but just be-

fore the voting somebody dies, what happens with respect to
the voting?
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think what that means, let's assume that

there are a hundred members in the House.

A two-thirds

majority means that 67 members must vote in favour of it.
It doesn't matter that there aren't a hundred present, but
if 67 vote then it is in order.
must be present.

It doesn't mean that all
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MR KATJIUONGUA:

If you have 48 present?

ADV CHASKALSON:

Then you don't get a two-thirds majority.

~R

PRETORIUS:

ADV CHASKALSON:

But in this case it is two-thirds of 72.

I am not sure whether 48 or 49 is neces-

sary, probably 48.
DR TJITENDERO:

Yes, 48 will be enough.

I am very appreciative of

the ansers that

have been given, but also in terms of our own understanding
and I tend to override that the presidential decision is a
very

important one for national tranquility, and I also

feel that this "all the members" is a very important qualification,

because you must be prepared, it should be some-

thing that is so important that everybody feels like being
there, otherwise it is just frivolous to think that you
want to override a presidential veto and then you yourself
is not there.

I am just talking in terms of my own perso-

nal interpretation, and in the countries where we have
lived, where there is a ........ , if it is a political one
there will usually be a very effective campaign and lobbying going on to try to get everybody to override that.

But

I think this, since it is an emergency, it should go without saying.
DR TJIRIANGE:
MR RUKORO:

What does that seven days mean?

It means that the measures will be valid seven

days from the date of the declaration of emergency and
during those days parliament must come in to valid it or
otherwise it elapses.
CHAIRMAN:

The president takes measures for an emergency,
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whether they will approve or not.
DR TJIRIANGE:

That is if they are sitting.

ADV CHASKALSON:

Thirty days if they are not sitting, seven

if they are.
DR TJIRIANGE:

What if the state of emergency is such that

they cannot even sit?
CHAIRMAN:

If they don't sit, then it continues.

ADV CHASKALSON:

It means that if parliament is sitting at

the time, then the approval of parliament must be obtained
within seven days of the declaration.

If parliament is not

sitting, then parliament must approve of it within thirty
days.

If it is war or disaster, then martial law will

operate and the common law will be suspended.
DR TJIRIANGE:

But for that he doesn't need thirty days.

ADV CHASKALSON:
over.

If war rages the military commander takes

He has certain powers.

MR RUPPEL:

For the sake of progress I want clarity and

that relates to 26(2)(a). The words previously were "within
seven days."

It is now "at the expiration of a period of

seven days."

What does that mean?

PROF WIECHERS:

You have got to have a mechanism, seven

days if parliament is in session.

If parliament does not

do anything in those seven days, then the state of emergency expires.

It has got to be operative.

So, if you say

parliament must approve, it is just to make it operative.
CHAIRMAN:

Article 26(3).

- 114 MR STABY:

I

would like to make use of the presence of our

learned friends there to explain to me what the difference
is between a state of public emergency and martial law,
because under both the president has certain powers to suspend the operation of the rule of common law or statute or
any fundamental rights.
distinction.

I want to know whether there is a

It seems to me there is, but it doesn't make

100% sense to me.

Further there is a distinction between

public emergency and martial law as far as the suspension
of common law and particularly the suspension of fundamental rights are concerned.

It seems to me also that the

parliament in both cases must approve of a declaration.

If

parliament has to do that, parliament must understand the
difference between the two.
ADV CHASKALSON:
tions.

I think there are two different situa-

You may recollect that at the time of the last war

there was a general power to make war measures.

That

wouldn't have been martial law, because the war wasn't
raging within Namibia or South Africa at that time.

Cer-

tainly within Namibia no war was raging at the time of the
Second World War.

But war measures were proclaimed because

of the national emergency facing the state.

Martial law is

a situation where war is raging at a particular place.
When war is raging at a particular place then at the moment
the army takes control,

the courts are suspended and when

martial law ••••• , then the military in fact rule by decree.

The courts have no jurisdiction during martial law.

- 115 MR STABY:

Including the Constitutional Court?

ADV CHASKALSON:

Well,

I think courts simply don't sit.

That is what we were talking about earlier, there is a
difference.

Though the military may be subject to the non-

derogation provisions, if courts don't sit, then nothing
can be done until the war is over or martial law situation
is over and then you can go back afterwards and get such
redress as you can.

But my understanding - and I don't

know whether my colleagues agree with me on that - of
martial law has alwavs been that war actually has to be
raging at that place and the courts actually have no jurisdiction over the military at that time.

But the mere fact

that a state of war exists, doesn't mean that war is raging
at a particular place.
PROF ERASMUS:

But it is of course possible for the courts

to determine, maybe ipso facto, whether, objectively
speaking,
war,

if the executive claims that there is a state of

as has happened recently in the case of South Africa,

whether that is the case.

The court will rule on that, if

the courts are there and available.
of civil war.

Like under conditions

So if the courts are in session that control

is possible.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Martial law: military rule imposed on a

country temporarily in an emergency suspending ordinary
law.
PROF WIECHERS:

Can I

just add?

Martial law is, as some

English authors would say, actually a state of no law in

- 116 the sense that practically your courts cannot exercise or
can't function.

It is a very restrictive situation in a

situation where war prevails.
-:., ~(
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May I

ST.Z\BY:

just ask you a question?

Where courts

Cannot.

~
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cannot function or may not function?
PROF.WIECHERS:
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But say for instance the president

would take martial law measures or the military,

and you go
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to the courts and the courts say there is no war prevailing,

then there cannot be martial law.

So,

it is a factual

state of affairs that is declared for the time that war is
raging.

You don't institutionalise that factual state,

because it is something that comes and goes away as soon as
the war is ended, but there must be a state of war prevailing,

and as my colleague has pointed out,

it is not good

enough as for instance in South Africa during the Second
World War.

South Africa formally declared war against

Germany, but the South African courts said "oh no,

there is

still no war prevailing in South Africa itself, so you cannot have martial law."

You must rely on an act of parlia-

ment or the war measures.
ADV CHASKALSON:

Very recently in South Africa,

league Erasmus mentioned,

as my col-

the military claimed that under

the doctrine of martial law they were allowed to perform
certain legal acts.

The courts said "there is no martial

law" and the fact that the military sought to justify their
actions was overruled by the court.
their actions were illegal.

The court found that

So the court can make a find-
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ing, if it is in a position to do so, whether martial law
exists or not.

But if in fact it is truely martial law,

i.

then the court's jurisdiction is removed.
MR MATJILA:

Is is possible to declare a state of emergency

in certain parts of the same country or have martial law in
some parts?

And if the answer will be yes, is it not ad-

visable then perhaps to make provision for a situation of
that nature in this constitution?
PROF ERASMUS:
MR KATJIUONGUA:

Then the courts will function.
The lawyers referred to a war situation

actually existing.

In many of the countries where this has

been happening, declaring martial law, is it always so specified that a war situation might exist?

Sometimes they

call an emergency, any serious type of happening which in
the opinion of the government requires a state of emergency, they declare martial law.

But you say the court may

question that.
ADV CHASKALSON:

In subparagraph (7) on page 25 it is made

perfectly clear that martial law may be proclaimed whether
or not a state of war exists with another country, but only
in a situation in which war prevails. It means martial law
must prevail before martial law can be declared, but martial law is not the same as an emergency, it is something
different.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

There must be war before you have martial

law?
PROF ERASMUS:

Yes, and if there is an earthquake you will

- 118 have a public emergency.
MR BIWA:

If the president declares an emergency, the de-

claration comes into effect after thirty days.
ADV CHASKALSON:

The emergency will lapse if parliament

hasn't approved it within thirty days.
MR BIWA:

Even if the situation continues?

ADV CHASKALSON:

Then parliament must come together within

thirty days to deal with it.
MR BIWA:

But perhaps the situation is such that they can-

not meet.
MR HAMUTENYA:

My problem emanates from the question asked

by honourable Matjila and the response given.

I imagine a

situation where the Migs are not only bombing Bagani, but
they are bombing Otjiwarongo, the are bombing Omaruru,
Tsumeb, Grootfontein, but not Windhoek.

Can the courts now

sit down and debate whether it is martial law or not,
because this part of the country is not being bombed?
PROF ERASMUS:

Then the courts will have no difficulty in

believing it.
PROF WIECHERS:

That would be a classic example where war

prevails in the country or in an extreme civil war situation.

That would be a martial law situation, but war would

then be prevailing.

Just to come back to Mr Biwa's ques-

tion, say for instance the president declares an emergency,
but in serious emergency he cannot get his parliament
together within a month, then that emergency lapses.

But

he has no other choice to declare another state of emergen-
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He knows "next time I must try to get my parlia-

ment together in 30 days time, otherwise it is going to
lapse."
CHAIRMAN:
~R

Article 26(4).

BARNES:

The President shall have the power by procla-

mation to make such laws as in his opinion are necessary,
instead of "expedient".
CHAIRMAN:
is now.
~R

STABY:

Article (4) is adopted.
Adopted.

S(a) is where Mr Barnes

Article 26(5){b).

I would ask the lawyers to make sure that when

they go through this again that all the provisions here in
(b) are reconcilable with article 23(3), that we make sure
that there is no derogation.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I thought it was clear from (b) itself.

It says he can't act contrary to the provisions of article
23.
MR STABY:

Yes, in paragraph (b) ( v) , " .• for the exclusion

of the fundamental rights contemplated in article 6{1)
etc., and the right to have access to a court of law .. "

If

this is not done it makes it difficult for the court to
reconcile the provisions of article 23(3) with the provisions of this paragraph and it may result in the derogation
of those fundamental rights.
CHAIRMAN:

The problems with these things are when you have

so many clauses that a president who has maybe more information than anybody else, may not do anything until they
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He is in a privileged position, he

is supposed to get all the intelligence information, but it
looks like the Assembly, who doesn't have all the information, will have the final say always.
ADV CHASKALSON:

I think what it is, is that the president

can act immediately and the president must then come to the
Assembly and say "that is why I acted in this way" and
bring the Assembly with him.

But the power is to act imme-

diately, the obligation is to get support of parliament.
If he cannot carry his parliament with him, then he is bad.
There can be situations where the president won't carry the
parliament with him, but that is presumably the safeguard.
MRS ITHANA:

In that case the replacement that we made

according to the proposal of Mr Barnes on the word "expedient" with "necessary" doesn't tally anymore after the
explanaton given by the learned lawyer.
ADV CHASKALSON:
is necessary."

It says "in the opinion of the president
So, again one presumes the president won't

declare a state of emergency unless the president declares
it necessary.

Then he won't pass regulations unless he

considers it necessary.

He has to form a bona fide

opinion, that is al it is.

If he acts in bad faith the

court will interfere, but from a practical point of view it
is almost impossible to prove bad faith.

You must have

trust in your president.

MR RUPPEL:

The reference "to make laws", is that correct?

Isn't it "to make declarations?"

Is he actually making

- 121 laws?
ADV CHASKALSON:
MR RUPPEL:

He can make regulations.

I thought it is something between a declaration

and a decree, but "laws" seems to me to be the wrong word
there.
MR BARNES:

The same applies to (a).

CHAIRMAN:
MR BIWA:

And (c) also.

Article (6).

There is a wrong reference, it is not 10(4).

It

should be 10(5).
MR RUPPEL:

There is another small mistake, the board of

review in the second, going over to the third line.

That

should be the advisory board which we provided for somewhere else.
MR BARNES:

II

shall cease to have legal force if they

have not been approved by a resolution of the National
Assembly within fourteen days from the date when first,
etc., etc."

Is that also by two-thirds of the members?

PROF WIECHERS:

This is an important point.

We felt that

these are decrees or subordinate legislation, it is not the
declaration itself, but that there should be an ordinary
vote by parliament.

Remember,

the accepted the state of

emergency, now it is checking the content of subordinate
legislation and that could be done by an ordinary majority.
This is more giving effect to the state of emergency.

It

will be far too cumbersome to have this kind of thing with
a two-thirds majority and it gives parliament a ready and
fast way of controlling the subordinate legislation.

- 122 CHAIRMAN:

Article ( 7).

MR RUPPEL:

I want to draw the attention to 31{2)(f) on

page 30 where we give the president the power to declare
war, and I think for that reason the power to declare war
shouldn't be here.

Here we should only deal with the pre-

sident's power to proclaim and terminate martial law.

To

declare war follows in 31(2){f), unless we want to bring it
here.

But I think we shouldn't give him the power twice.

MR BARNES:

Will this article {7) also be subject to the

ratification in any way that we referred to earlier in the
article?
ADV CHASKALSON:

No, the whole point of martial law is that

in such a situation you may never be able to get parliament
together.

If you say there is no martial law, you go to

court and you ask for a ruling from the courts, because if
there really is no martial law the courts, as they did in
South Africa, will say martial law doesn't exist, the proclamation is annulled.
DR TJITENDERO:

The proposal that Mr Ruppel made to shift

to paragraph {7) is inappropriate.
MR RUPPEL:

No, I didn't say that.

I

just said the power

to declare war is already elsewhere in 31.
DR TJITENDERO:
Chapter 3.

I don't know what we have retained in this

If the title is still Public Emergency, War and

Martial Law, then obviously this is an aspect of the war
which is included under the circumstances.
separate it.

That is a piecemeal approach.

So you cannot
I think here
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us.

I think this specifically relates to Chapter 3.

CHAIRMAN:

They will consider that.

DR TJIRIANGE:

Article (8).

I have a 9roblem with the situation of the

oresident acting in consultation with the cabinet.
situation like that,

is it really necessary?

In a

He may not be

in a position to do that and the situation will get out of
hand.
PROF \HECHERS:

It can be here or not here, but in the con-

stitution, we will come to that,
all executive powers,
with the cabinet.
is still there.

it says in the exercise of

the president acts in consultation

So, whether you put it here or not, it
He must always act in consultation and

even in very severe circumstances, surely he must act in
consultation with his cabinet.

You will find it in 27(4).

"Except as may be otherwise provided in the constitution",
that is where he must act on the advice of parliament or
recommendations.

So, if he declares martial law or a state

of emergency, he is in any case under this obligation.

I

can't personally think of any situation, especially serious
circumstances, that the president would not act in consultation with his cabinet.
MR BIWA:

Not that I don't have trust and confidence in the

president, but because I believe in the proverb that "twee
koppe is beter as een", two heads are better than one, I
would suggest that the president always acts, as it requires,

in consultation with the cabinet.

Now I have a
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are three terms,

"acting in consultation, acting on the

advice and acting in concurrence."
term?

There

Which is the strongest

I would like us to have the strongest, because I

want to bind the president to consult and to follow the advice at all times.

I am adviced that "in concurrence" is

the best, that it obliges the president at all times.
CHAIRMAN:

We don't need a lawyer.

"All" is absolute,

always.
PROF ERASMUS:

If it is the question of all the cabinet,

that wouldn't be practical, somebody may be sick, somebody
may be away.

You can't have a situation where the state

comes to a stop because a member of the cabinet is not
available.
MR BIWA:

"At all times", not all of the cabinet.

PROF ERASMUS:

Article 27(4) specifically deals with that.

The President must act in consultation with members of the
cabinet.
MR MUDGE:

We shouldn't waste too much time on this, but

can a situation ever arise where it will not be possible
for the president to act in consultation with the cabinet?
Can you imagine such a situation?
CHAIRMAN:

Yes, it cannot be, it is his cabinet, he is sup-

posed to work with them.
PROF ERASMUS:

I think the problem is that the honourable

member wants the president to be bound to what cabinet
decides and that is a fundamentally different issue.

As

:!.
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before, that is only in consultation with.

He is not bound

by what they decide.
CHAIRMAN:

But any leader who cannot listen to advice is
Normally leaders are bound by people's advice

not leading.

and it operates that way.
BUSINESS SUSPENDED.
BUSINESS RESUMED:
CHAIRMAN:

Chapter 4 - The President.

Comments on article

27.
DR TJITENDERO:

Are we dealing with the president or the

presidency, the institution?
MR RUPPEL:

The president is an institution.

MR PRETORIUS:

The president is part of the executive, the

executive must stay.
CHAIRMAN:

If you have chapter first and then say The

Executive, the President, does it read very well?
MR KATJIUONGUA:

The President of the Republic, then we say

The Government, or The Cabinet.
MR RUPPEL:

My problem now is that it is either executive

or not, because this morning we decided to do away with
parts.

Now every part has a heading and if you say that

part must go, the heading of that part must also go.

.

is the logical conclusion.

That

Now, we only deal with chapters

.

and under the chapters we deal with different things and we
start with president.
CHAIRMAN:

The President of the Republic.

Division of

,------------------------------------------~---
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MR KATJIUONGUA:
there,

Before I come to that very specific point

I think we must be careful, because I see your con-

stitution as a mixture of the French, the US, the British
and West German models, all of them together, and sometimes
I have been wondering about the division of state power,
whether that separation of power is is within the ambit of
Section 3 of the 1982 Principles.

I think we must keep

that in mind, especially when you have a president being
member of the Assembly and that sort of thing.
MEMBER:

Is he a member of the Assembly?

MR KATJIUONGUA:
DR TJIRIANGE:
MR KATJIUONGUA:

He is member of parliament, yes.
Division of power, how do you get that?
We can come to that, maybe there is a fun-

damental misunderstanding _there, but my assumption is that
is a member of the Assembly and unless he is going to resign, then that must also be the constitution.
a separate matter altogether.
yet.

We have not agreed on that

Anyway, the main organs of the state shall consist of

the legislature, executive and the judiciary.
add:

But that is

I wanted to

"The main organs of state power shall consist of,

etc."
CHAIRMAN:

So division of state power is correct.

DR TJIRIANGE:

-

I was thinking that this is not the right

place for this particular article.

Maybe it should be

right at the beginning at Establishment, because it is a
statement.

It doesn't have anything to do with the presi-

-~
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DR TJITENDERO:

Yes, it is a statement.

Here I think the

order should be executive, legislative and judiciary.
ADV CHASKALSON:
~R

TJIRIANGE:

Where is it suggested it should go?
I was feeling that it should go to Chapter

_, Establishment.
ADV CHASKALSON:
DR TJIRIANGE:
~EMBER:

Is the whole of article 27 to go?
No.

Article (2) is also not strictly dealing with the

9resident.
CHAIRMAN:

Only (1) is moved to the beginning somewhere.

PROF ERASMUS:

The fact is then that we will have to do the

same with respect to the other branches of government.
There is a certain logic in dealing completely with all the
separate branches of government where you, in

that

particular part of the constitution, address it.

When we

come to the legislature, in terms of the present logic, we
must then do the same and take the establishment out and
put it in the first chapter.
MR MUDGE:

That is not attractive.

Leave it as it is.

MR ANGULA:

Yes,

I was looking at Chapter 1.

defines Namibia to be independent, etc.
power rests ultimately in the people.

Article 1

Article 2, the
Then it comes to

state power.
DR TJIRIANGE:
CHAIRMAN:
there.

You are talking about something else.

It should be article 1(3).

Comments?

Article 27(2) stays
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This article reads very unusual.

some people have serious phonetical problems.

I know that
To say that

the executive powers rests in the cabinet headed by the
president, in terms of accountability, who is accountable
about the executive power.
MR KATJIUONGUA:
CHAIRMAN:

It is the president.

So the executive power rests in the president.

MR KATJIUONGUA:

In the American Constitution it says the

executive power shall be vested in the President of the
United States of America.
MR STABY:

Does that mean by implication that the cabinet

doesn't have any executive powers?
CHAIRMAN:

We discussed that and said when you have these

three branches of government, cabinet is not a checkpoint,
that is his cabinet to work with him.

It will be the

president, then the legislature and then judiciary, not the
cabinet, we kept on explaining that.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

No,

there is a problem there.

If the

president and the members of the Cabinet are members of the
Assembly, then certainly the ministers are accountable both
to parliament as well as to the president.
CHAIRMAN:
MR BARNES:

It says that.
When we decided on this,

president is part of the Cabinet.

the idea was that the

So, the executive powers

of the Republic shall vested in a cabinet headed by the
president.
CHAIRMAN:

But he asked a question which was answered.
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Maybe he can ask it again.
MR KATJIUONGUA:

If we say:

"The executive power of the

Republic of Namibia shall vest in the President of Namibia
and a Cabinet of Ministers."
CHAIRMAN:

But he is accountable,

DR TJITENDERO:

let's face it.

We were talking about martial law.

the one who will make that decision,
PROF ERASMUS:

He is

not cabinet.

Shouldn't we really say what it is?

"The

executive power of the Republic of Namibia shall vest in
the President and his Cabinet."
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

MR MUDGE:

Can't we change it so that subparagraph (4) must

follow immediately after the present one.
sense.

If you say:

Then it makes

"The executive power of the Republic

of Namibia shall vest in the President and his Cabinet,

as

may be otherwise provided in the Constitution."
CHAIRMAN:

So,

(1) is Executive Power and then number (4)

becomes (2).
MR MUDGE:

Maybe we can put the head of state first,

and

then president.
CHAIRMAN:

Number ( 3) becomes ( l) ,

( 2) stays,

( 4)

is

( 3)

and (1) is out.
MR PRETORIUS:

I have something to ask about (3).

If the

president is part of the cabinet, a member of the cabinet
and he is a member,

according to my opinion, wouldn't it be

better to say "in consultation with other members of the
Cabinet" or is he not part of the Cabinet?
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He is the head of the Cabinet.

CHAIRMAN:

Article 28.

MR STABY:

Can we clarify as to whether the president must

be member of the National Assembly or not?
as I can recollect,
only by implication.

I think as far

previously we did agree, but perhaps
We, of course, are of the view that

the president should be a member of the National Assembly
because he gets elected by the National Assembly and therefore he is accountable to the National Assembly.
MR HAMUTENYA:

I think there is a grey area there.

I think

this is an issue which we should first look at a little bit
more closely.

The president shall be elected by the Na-

tional Assembly by secret ballot.
problems for me.

I think this raise

I am not exactly sure in my mind that

that is what we want to have.

I have been looking around

trying to see examples of this and how it works and everytime I look at different formulations and constitutions I
have problems, particularly when you relate this to 4.
you turn to (4) you see problems there.
ting that maybe before we

If

So, I am submit-

decide whether he will be a

member of the Assembly or not, we should determine the
source of his authority, where he is elected.
blems to understand,
hanging somewhere.

I Mave pro-

I think we discussed it, we left it
I have difficulty to appreciate the

fact that we have divisions of power and checks and balances when one of the main organs of the state is the product
of another.

This is a big problem for me.

If it is not
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popular election, then I think we need to provide an alternative rather than simply saying he will be elected by
the National Assembly.

I have no clear formulation, but I

am just expressing mv problem with this present formulation.
~R

KATJIUONGUA:

I think we should,

as brothers and sis-

ters, discuss this very honestly and frankly, because I
think that is the only way we can understand and help one
another.

Otherwise we will be hiding behind the bush from

each other.

Number one:

There is no doubt in my mind that

when we discuss this whole question it was abundantly clear
that the president was going to be elected from the members
of the Assembly as a member of the Assembly and will sit in
the Assembly as member of the Assembly,

and therefore we

talked about the whole purpose of this election that we had
as an election to elect parties to write a constitution and
not necessarily individuals for that matter, andherefore,
if we wanted to have a direct election for the president,
then that was a separate matter with the possibility of
having another election.

I thought all of us somehow were

in some kind of consensus that maybe another election right
now will be problematic.

But I think it is a fact,

I think

some of you have done the way I have also done, to realise
that we said this last time and if we assume wrong things
or maybe if we made a mistake, there is nothing wrong in
correcting a mistake, because we are not stones, we are
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I think I realised a couple of things which,

I think, created a couple of problems.

For example, if the

president is a member of the Assembly, sits in the Assembly, accountable to the Assembly, then he will have a problem when he has to dissolve parliament without dissolving
himself.

I think that is implied in this whole construe-

tion here.

Then, of course, you will have a situation

where a vacuum will prevail.

If you say the president

might summon members, who have been dissolved,
do certain things,

to come and

then I will say if the president derives

his powers from the Assembly, then he can't stay if the
Assembly goes.

So I think we have got that problem, how

are we going to resolve those types of problems?

But I

think we should make it clear that when we were discussing
this thing, maybe it was a first attempt, maybe we did not
see the implications of some of the things we were discussing.

Therefore I do not think, with all due respect to my

distinguished brother, Mr Hamutenya - maybe right now it is
a grey area, but I think at the time when we were discussing these things there was no ambiquity in my mind that at
that point in time we were discussing things in that sense,
because not only that,

the position of the president sit-

ting in parliament complicates the possibility or the
potential for a prime minister.
ment there are only two lines:
the Cabinet.

As you see in this docuTo co-ordinate the work of

If you say the president, if he sits in the

Assembly as well, then he is the co-ordinator of the work
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of the Cabinet overall and then there will be no need to
have somebody to co-ordinate.

In Zambia you have the prime

minister as the agent of the president in the Assembly, as
the leader of government business.

I think somehow we must

discuss this thing, because this whole question of the
separation of powers becomes problematic in the sense that
in the true sense of the word,

as things stand now, the

only separation of powers will be between the majority
party and the opposition, but not institutionally.
that will be the nett result.

I think

So, I think we should dis-

cuss these things in good faith,

as friends,

and try to

find some way out.
MR MUDGE:

What do you propose, how must he be elected?

MR KATJIUONGUA:

No, I haven't proposed anything, I just

wanted to put some light on the position, what the problems
are and then we must think of how to handle it, all of us
together.

I will come later to the question of election

and the other things.
MR RUPPEL:

I read the record of our last discussions and I

must say the record itself does not provide us with any
clear answers.

As a result of what happened before, and I

was the rapporteur, so I had a duty to somehow get a feeling from what was the general agreement, and if it doesn't
transpire clearly from the record, I provided this written
instruction just to put us on the right track again,

just

to recap what was happening, and we agreed that this was
correctly agreed.

In regard to articles 31(4) and (8) of
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the old working paper we said: "These provisions shall be
removed from the constitution in view of the agreement
reached that the first president should be elected by the
first parliament", and then there was this whole thing of
should we leave it open for the rest.
now,

What is clear by

and all of us in the meanwhile were not sitting idle,

we were checking notes and going back to base documents,

I

was looking again at the 1982 Principles, and if regard is
had to Principle B.3, it seems to specifically provide for
two separate elections, for
the executive.

(l), the legislature, and (2),

Twice in that paragraph there is specific

differentiation made between the two kinds of elections,
and I

just want to refer this meeting to it because we want

to make sure that we fall squarely within the parameters of
the agreed principles whefr we say goodbye to this constitution and give it over for adoption.

I

just want to give

this as a general background for the further discussions,
so that we don't lose sight of what was initially agreed in
the 1982 Principles.

DR TJIRIANGE:

I would like to agree with the last speaker,

I still remember that the election of the president by the
Assembly was referred to the first president.

we

were very

strong on this issue that we wanted the president's power
to emanate from the people by way of vesting that power
through their choice of president, but because we cannot
afford to have second elections at this stage, having just
emerged from one very expensive election, we thought for
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the first president he should be elected by the Assembly.
So therefore, I still think that we never deviated from
what is in 31 vis-a-vis the election of the president.
Once we make the president an appendix of the National
Assembly, you are taking the most essential powers of the
president away, because then he is at the mercy of the
National Assembly.

They elect him, he is accountable and

they can also recall him at any time.

So, to have an exe-

cutive president who is elected by the National Assembly,
who sits there and who is at the mercy of the Assembly, he
will never be an executive president.

You are giving him

the teeth and taking it out immediately and this will never
be an acceptable situation.

I think our position vis-a-vis

the president was clear and we still stick to that and that
is why we have talked about it for a long time and I
thought we understood and that is one thing you gave us.
So, it was going to be very unfair if you give us with one
hand and pull it out with the other hand,

taking out his

power base which is the people.
Secondly, if the president sits there he is a member
of the National Assembly and there are some problems in
that.

In the first time he will definitely not have time

to sit there all the time. Protocol-wise he is also going
to be under the Speaker and so on and so it is not conceivable.

On the question that the member asked about the

dissolution of the Assembly, that if he is a member he will

have problems to dissolve the Assembly, we were clear on

-

The president, wherever he is -

that.
-
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if he gets the bill and he doesn't approve it,

back,

he doesn't approve it,

at one stage he has to go to

his constituency, which is the cabinet,
cannot work with this government,
have elected them,

it goes

and say:

"Look,

they have elected me,

I
you

I cannot accept what they are saying,

so

Either you side with me or with them.

it is up to vou.

I

dissolve parliament and I call for new elections for them
and for me.
them,

If you want you law that I reject and elect

I go."

So, when he dissolves the parliament he

definitely dissolves himself.

There is no way he can dis-

solve parliament without dissolveing himself.

So there-

fore I would never be for a president who is at the mercy
If you look at the documents

of the National Assembly.
that we had earlier,

our president was very strong.

In the

process so many teeth were pulled out that we remain with a
president without teeth.
his mouth,
cept.

If you pull all the teeth out of

then this is a situation we really cannot ac-

The president has to get his mandate from the

people.
MR MUDGE:

What has been decided?

bution there,

If I can make a contri-

then maybe we can discuss the principle.

The

proposal was mine

DR TJITENDERO:

I agree with the previous speakers, and

particularly the position that Mr Katjiuongua stated I
think is very accurate.

First, we have three things that

we have to deal with here,

and again,

I am talking in terms

.i
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First we have the results of

transition from what is

the last elections, the proclamation.

Then we ourselves in

discussions came with the whole concept and practice of
separation of powers.

When we discussed the concept of

separation of powers, as Mr Katjiuongua said, it was by
implication that we saw the relationships, they were not
defined.

If the proclamation that has given us the autho-

rity has stated that the leader of the majority party would
be the president after the first elections, we would have
had a very easy way out.

The wording here,

"the first

president will be elected by the National Assembly", is in
terms of the present situation that we are faced with, and
I think we also would have to ask the question whether or
not we are saying "elected" or "confirmed" by the National
Assembly, because at the end of the day we are going to be
faced with the situation of considering the leader of the
majority party and if, on the other hand, one would submit
that no, as a matter of fact,

that is not given, anybody

within the Constituent Assembly is eligible and can be
elected as the first president, then I think all other
arguments will stand.

Then I was going to propose there-

fore that as it is the practice in other countries, having
agreed, of course, first to the electoral process and
method of election, we should then come up with a phrase
which says that the first president will be confirmed by
the National Assembly, because the elections have been con-
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lists.

We use proportional representation, party

The leader of the majority party will be elected

the first president.

Sy whom?

And I think if we separate

the two processes, now the Constituent Assembly, finish,
and then go on to thereafter the process that will repeat
itself to elect a subsequent president,
will be open to us to negotiate.

I think the doors

But I see that as one

being part of the transitional provisions of electing the
first president, or confirming, and it will be acceptable.
To me it is a fait accompli.
Secondly,

then to consider thereafter, shall the presi-

dent be elected by direct vote, one man, one vote, and if
so, by which process?

I think we have already accepted

here proportional representation will hold, but we did not
make the distinction in relation to the president and this
to me is a very straightforward situation and if we are
frank and honest that we have to make this transition,

I

think the distinguished lawyers can help us to make the
wording clear.

The principle, I think, is clear, what

needs to be done is the items or the issues that were left
out in terms of making this transitional stage.

MR ANGULA:

To me the problem here we are supposed to solve

first and foremost is the problem of principle.

I think

the construction of this constitution, in terms of the
legislature,

the executive and the judiciary, is question

of establishing checks and balances amongst the three.
Moving from there, how does one establish a check between

,I•
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the National Assembly and the president?
one.

That is the next

I think there must be some kind of separation between

the Assembly and the president.

If we are going to say the

parliament is made up by the National Assembly and the
president,

there must be a difference between the two.

I

agree that head of state must not be part of the National
Assembly.

How can I make laws and then wait for them at my

desk to sign them or reject them?

It is ridiculous.

National Assembly should make laws there,
I can question them,

The

they come to me,

the judiciary is there, the judiciary

can also question them.
the National Assembly.

So, we are checking the work of
So therefore I think we should

really divide these two authorities.

In the same vein, it

will not be good for the president to be elected by the
National Assembly because if I elected you as president and
I make a law and you reject it, that to me does not look
like logic.
laws?

You are my creation, why should you reject my

To me this doesn't make sense.
So, one thing we have to resolve is to separate the

president from the work of the National Assembly, because
that is a kind of authority.

I know the president is the

head of the executive, that is fine, but in terms of lawmaking I think there must be proper separation of power
there.

I cannot come to the National Assembly, propose

laws, debate upon them, go back to my office and wait for
someone to bring the paper and then sign it.

So, I think

we should separate these powers in order to provide the
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one.

That is the next

I think there must be some kind of separation between

the Assembly and the president.

If we are going to say the

parliament is made up by the National Assembly and the
president,

there must be a difference between the two.

I

agree that head of state must not be part of the National
Assembly.

How can I make laws and then wait for them at my

desk to sign them or reject them?

It is ridiculous.

National Assembly should make laws there,
I can question them,

they come to me,

the judiciary is there,

can also question them.
the National Assembly.

The

the judiciary

So, we are checking the work of
So therefore I think we should

really divide these two authorities.

In the same vein, it

will not be good for the president to be elected by the
National Assembly because

~f

I elected you as president and

I make a law and you reject it,
like logic.
laws?

that to me does not look

You are my creation, why should you reject my

To me this doesn't make sense.
So, one thing we have to resolve is to separate the

president from the work of the National Assembly, because
that is a kind of authority.
head of the executive,

I know the president is the

that is fine, but in terms of law-

making I think there must be proper separation of power
there.

I cannot come to the National Assembly, propose

laws, debate upon them, go back to my office and wait for
someone to bring the paper and then sign it.

So, I think

we should separate these powers in order to provide the

r,
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If we agree to that princi-

ple, then we have to find other ways of electing the president.
I don't want to come to the mechanisms of electing the
first president,

I think it is a practical thing we are

faced with, but for the succeeding presidents we must make
sure that there is separation of power.

There is a strong

argument for the direct election of the president by the
people, because the president is not just a head of administration or government.

He represents more than that.

He is more than that in terms of the symbols of power.

On

that basis I think article (2) should be reconsidered.

MR RUKORO:

I was just sitting here listening to all the

submissions, and the more I listened to them, the more I am
convinced that it is really not going to help trying to
determine what we decided last time.

The point is we need

to determine now whether or not the president will be elected directly by popular vote or will be elected by the
National Assembly, and consequently, whether or not he will
be a member of the National Assembly, for the simple reason
that even if we say "no, the agreement was that the first
president should be a member of the National Assembly'',
then we will sit with the basic problem that we are trying
to avoid, namely that he should not be part of the National
Assembly.

So, whereas we can take care of the problem of

subsequent presidents, what about the next five years, if

indeed we decided - as I think we did - last time that he
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point.

That is the first

The second point is that I don't think the use of

the word "confirmed", as suggested by Dr Tjitendero, will
help us a lot, because the fact of the matter is that we
didn't have a presidential election or even an election
based on candidates.

Our parties were elected and some of

us were candidates on a party list, and if anybody is going
to be a president of some kind,

it is either because par-

liament is going to elect him, but not confirm anything and
the only way to resolve that so that the person maybe is
not elected by parliament and therefore accountable to
parliament or therefore being part of parliament, is when
we are going to maybe insert a provision as part of the
transitional provisions, that the person, presumably in
this particular case the leader of the majority party, who
will be elected or appointed by parliament or the National
Assembly, shall be deemed to have been elected by direct
popular vote, in other words that type of arrangement
whereby we pretend that what we are doing here was not done
by us, but was done by the people.

Then for the purposes

of subsequent elections, obviously, whatever agreement we
are going to have here, will take care of the more permanent position.

So, I think the issue to really settle by

the end of the day is that maybe we should start to address
ourselves concretely as to whether or not we want the
president to be elected by parliament or by popular vote,

to be part of parliament or to be separate, outside of
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MR MUDGE:

I find myself somewhat in a dilemma now, because

this committee has the right to reconsider any decision,
but as far as I am concerned,
decided last time.

I have no doubt what has been

I have no doubt about that.

You must

just now remember that it was a compromise, because our
party was in favour of a ceremonial president and some of
the other parties were in favour of an executive president
in the real sense, with absolute separation of powers, and
after the decision was taken, of course, the leaders of the
other parties had to brief their caucusses, Mr Ruppel and
Mr Rukoro had to brief the lawyers and, of course, we had
to brief our party.

We informed them that the decision was

taken the way it is now sort of reflected in this constitution.

I remember that after a very long discussion I

addressed a meeting.

I maintained that seeing that the

first president will be elected by the Assembly in any
case, we have five years to reconsider whether the president should be elected directly or not and instead of
making provision for the first president, let us now make
provision for the election of the president by the Assembly, and that was accepted, as far as I can remember,
unanimously.

There was no opposition to my proposal.

This

is the way in which I reported back.
Mr Chairman,
that, but

I

as a democrat I am prepared to reconsider

have to consult again with my people and they

are going to accuse me of misleading them, because I had
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clear.

I just want to make that

We can consult the papers, but it is not even

necessary, because I remember very clearly.

But this will

in any case take some time, because then we have to argue
this whole issue right from the beginning.

I am not

hundred percent clear on whether we said he must be elected
from the Assembly, but that he must be elected by and that
he will be accountable to,
solutely none.

I have no doubt about that, ab-

I just wanted to make that point.

Maybe at

a later stage we will take part in the discussion.
~R

HAMUTENYA:

I

just want to recall the discussion.

posed a question to the committee.

I

As we were talking

about a parliamentary president, we kept asking someone to
define how this creature would look.

It was a difficult

task for the colleagues who were advocating a parliamentary
president to define what it was.
task,

Then I took them all to

I said if we have serious difficulties, we have

direct elections of the president by popular election and
the only alternative is what prevails in South Africa, that
the president is the head of the majority party, and I do
not see the South African Parliament, when the majority
party has a clear majority, going to the Assembly, sitting
down and putting up candidates.

I do not see it.

I gave

the example of where the parliamentary system exists,
India, Britain, Australia, Nieu Zealand.

The parliament

only meets to endorse the obvious, to confirm the obvious,
that the leader of the majority party becomes the head of
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put up candidates in the British Parliament when the Labour
Party has a clear maJority.

It doesn't make any sense to

me to go to parliament and say "let's put up candidates"
and then parliament votes.

It doesn't make sense and that

is what is being proposed here.

What I am saying is that

if we are not able to agree on direct elections, then we
have to accept a provision that says that the leader of the
majority party will be the president with ceremonial approval of the parliament.

When I put this to the floor there

wa silence, nobody contradicted that theory.
things hanging in the air there.

So we left

I don't remember anybody

refuting that proposition in the House.
those options which we were toying with.

So, it was one of
We did not dis-

miss with any argument, we-did not make any agreement that
the parliament will elect the president, except of course
that we said for the first president the National Assembly
will have to meet and go through the whole motion of confirming him.

You can call it electing the president, but

still they are only confirming the obvious.

That is where

we left it, there was not a definite decision that he will
be elected by parliament as far as I can remember.
CHAIRMAN:

The minutes aren't very, very clear, but it will

give you the sense of confusion that existed.

If one could

just read maybe two subsequent statements, that of Mr
Katjiuongua and that of Mr Mudge, because it will show that
there was a serious debate, serious misunderstanding or
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Mr Mudge as he raised the issue about the current situation, what are we going to do.
that maybe.

It will be good that I read

I would have liked to start with Mr Katjiuon-

gua's but it is too long, so I will start with Mr Mudge,
15th December, page 83.

(Reads from record)

gist of the confusion, as I said.

We got the

Everybody was right,

don't think one person was right and another wrong.

I

But it

shows the nature of confusion and compromises made that
day,

and it is clear that for the current situation we were

going to allow the president to be elected by this House
which is going to be converted into the National Assembly.
The door was left open for after five years.
confusion.

So there was

I will therefore invite us to join Mr Rukoro to

decide what is to be done, otherwise we will be wasting
time.

There was confusion and there were statements which

are clear enough, but there was no concrete decision as to
how we are going to elect the president.

A temporary

measure was proposed for the current situation.

MR BESSINGER:

I am glad that the minutes were read because

that is the reality of the situation.

I am addressing my-

self to the problem we are confronted with.
We have agreed, because of the technical nature,
that the first president will be elected by the National
Assembly.

That also can be read or construed to mean the

president shall be the leader of the majority party in the
National Assembly.

In practical reality that is what is
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In

principle, for the writing of a constitution - and I see
problems cropping up to make proviso in the constitution
for the present five years and then after five years you
sit with another problem of changing the constitution,
because we want a president elected by universal suffrage I would like to propose that the constitution states that
the

~resident

of the country will be the leader of the

majority party and that his position must be separated, he
is not a member of the National Assembly.

But here at the

moment, because of the situation we find ourselves in, he
is a member of the National Assembly.

That is a technical

thing, but that he be the leader of the majority party.
That is the way out, because this is what we are going to
do.

That is my proposal.

MR BIWA:

~

Mine was really a question to the lawyers that

would maybe expedite the process, and the first question
is: Can a president, elected directly by the electorate, be
accountable to the Assembly?

Secondly:

Can a president,

who is supposed to be representing the.whole nation, sit in
the National Assembly which is the house of representatives
of the different parties?
I

I·

MR KATJIUONGUA:

I think now the background is clear.

me we have three choices.

For

One is to stick to the present

understanding or agreement as we have so far understood the
situation, that which now stands in the document and then
try to resolve the problems surrounding it,

the possibility
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Option two is that we

more or less do it like in the case of Zimbabwe, that in
the first five years of independence the president in fact
becomes the 9rime minister in the transitional period of
five years until we have the next election where many of
the provisions of this constitution will now be implemented.
ter,

Therefore, if the president now becomes prime minisI think the problem is solved.

In that sense, in a

Westminster of western conventional sense, the executive
and the parliament will somehow be overlapping.

But never-

theless, it haopens elsewhere that the majority party
dominat~s

the executive and the parliament as well.

is one way out.

That

Option three is that if the urge for the

president to be independent of parliament is there, then it
also means we should not do things which are illegal or
improper in terms of Resolution 435 or in terms of the 1982
Principles, by confirming, by deeming to have elected and
similar exercises, because the 1982 Principles say the
constitution will determine the organisation and powers of
all levels of government.
determine that.

So, this constitution must

Then it means that we simply revert to the

position that the election we had was simply and primarily
an election to write a constitution and it stops there and
now we have another election to elect the government.

The

constitution is now written, we elect a government that
should consist of three branches -- the president, the parliament and also regional and municipal councils, which, of

,

1
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Then of course it might mean we will have Untag to stay
here for another twelve months and the money and all these
complications.

But I think to me these are the realities,

the realistic options that we face if we want to remain
straight in this business and we solve the problem that way
temporarily.

Actually my preference number one would be to

have the present leader of the majority party become the
prime minister.

Then we won't have many problems.

My

second option is that we keep the present arrangement as
tabled here.

If those options cannot work, then we revert

to square two - square one was 435 - and we elect a government.
MR ANGULA:

Yes, from what the Chair read it appears that

we are very clear about the first head of state, how this
person is going to be elected.

I have no doubt that he or

she has to be elected from the majority party by the Assembly constituting itself into an electoral college.

I think

that is so, this is what Mr Katjiuongua proposed a long
time ago and I haven't heard any objection to that.

The

only problem we have is the subsequent elections of the
next heads of state of Namibia.

The other small problem we

have is, once we elect the first head of state, is this
person still going to be part of the Assembly?

That is

where I have a problem, because if we follow what Mr Mudge
said in his submission a long time ago, that this person is
supposed to be the guardian of the doctrine of separation
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then surely this person should not be seen to be

part of the legislative body when it is supposed to sign
these laws later or reject it.
powers.

There must be separation of

In my mind I feel that the head of state should

not be part of the Assembly.

There I am quite clear, in

order to separate powers.
The only question which is left in my mind is how do
you elect the subsequent presidents?

Do we want to follow

the formula proposed by Mr Mudge that for the time-being we
elect the head of state through the electoral college of
the present House, and then for the next five years we
think about how we are going to elect the next one?
think that is what he proposed.

I

I don't know whether we

should have that clause in the constitution, saying that
the parliament at a later $tage will determine how to elect
the next president.

I am not quite sure that is desirable.

But clearly the question is how to elect the subsequent
heads of government.

That is the only problem left to be

~~
I

solved.

CHAIRMAN:

Honourable lawyers, you listened, you have a

much better background, we read the minutes, you are in a
better position now to give us a ruling.

ADV CHASKALSON:

It is essentially a matter of principle.

We can write the constitution any way we are instructed to
do.

There is no legal impediment to our adopting one of a

series of different models.
clearly stated,

So,

I

think it needs to be

the problem is not a legal problem, it is a
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be resolved as a matter of principle by this standing
committee.

I think that the constitution was drafted in

the way that it was because of our understanding of the
document which had been given to us.

Looking at the docu-

ment I can now see that it is open to a construction different to the one that we had formulated.

We understood that

to be our instructions and it was drafted in that way.
that should be absolutely clear,
the formula that we had,

So,

there is no magic about

there is no recommendation from us

in regard to that formula.

We did what we thought was
•

necessary to give effect to our instructions.

I will look

at my own handwritten notes which I have brought with me if
it becomes important to see how we came under that im-

:

pression but it doesn't really matter.
If we move from there to the questions of principle,
there is nothing in principle to prevent the president

i

being elected by an electoral college which may or may not

I

be constituted of existing constituent members and that the
constitution provides for that.

There is nothing to pre-

vent a president being elected directly by popular vote or
any combination of those factors.

When the president has

been elected the precise powers of the president should
then be defined in the constitution.

The ordinary distinc-

tion, as I have understood it - but I am sure my colleagues
will be able to deal with that issue as well - is that the
distinction is drawn between the system in England and the

i
i
..

i
:
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became members of the Commonwealth, where you frequently
had a prime minister, the prime minister being appointed by
parliament and being a member of parliament and a presidential system such as you have in countries such as France,
United States - where there is a direct election for the
president and that the president then relates to parliament
according to the manner defined by the constitution.

The

system whereby the president vetoes laws is more appropriate a system where the president is not a member of
parliament, and indeed,

the term may be inappropriate if

the president is no more than the leader of the majority,
but it is merely a label.

You can call the person what you

want.
So, I think as a matter of principle one needs to
decide whether you opt for a prime ministerial system with
the leader of the party really being a member of the house
of assembly, or whether you opt for a system which takes
the president out of the assembly into a separate category,
with the power of veto and to be elected in a manner
determined by the constitution.

The principles talk

about an elected executive branch, responsible to the
legislative branch, and a legislative branch to be elected
by universal suffrage.

So, the principle seems to contem-

plate two separate elections, but there shouldn't be anything in principle to prevent the National Assembly being
the electoral college by which the executive branch is
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seem to me to be the options.

p~esident.

So, those

Really, I don't think we are

going to solve your problem for you.

I think you are going

to have to come to a decision as to whether you want us to
have a president who is not part of the assembly, with
powers of veto, or whether you want us to have a president
who is merely a member of the parliament, and I

am not sure

whether that second system necessarily complies with the
1982 Principles, I haven't thought that one through,
because it does talk about an elected executive branch and
an elected legislative branch and it may be that it constitutes a separation of powers in that form.

I am not

sure that you can condense it into one.
PROF WIECHERS:

Just to answer Mr Biwa's question:

Yes, if

you have a directly elected head of state, as in America,
there are many checks and balances.
his appointments cannot be ratified.

He can be impeached,
That is how the Ame-

ricans keep their directly elected head of state in control.

So that is not a problem.

There is a problem with

an elected head of state, head of executive, if he remains
a member of parliament. Many members advance very good
arguments.

He is part of the legislative process, then he

has to take up another hat and then sign or give his assent
to the bill.

It could be highly embarrassing if he is a

member there and there is a motion of non-confidence or his
own body, parliament, wants to nullify anything he has done
with a two-thirds majority, as is stated in this constitu-
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That this committee will have to consider.

on the

question of the 1982 Principles, I am very much convinced
that the Principles says the executive and legislative
branches will be constituted by periodic and genuine elections which will be held by secret vote.

It does not,

to

my mind, exclude a direct election on both sides, executive
and legislative.

It doesn't exclude election by parlia-

ment if it is genuine, if it is periodic and by secret
vote.

There is nothing that prevents that.

simply be a confirmation.

It is true as Mr Bessinger said,

it becomes a rubber stamp.
vote.
So,

But it cannot

But it is still a secret and a

That is the way the Principles demand the elections.

it cannot simply be a confirmation.
Honourable Chair, can I

as I see it?

I agree

with~my

just sum up your dilemma here
colleague here that it is a

matter of principle, but you have a problem here.

Practi-

cal problems have been stated here, you have had gruelling
elections, so you have decided now to have your head of
state elected in a different way,

and the problem is, if

you can reach in this committee with a two-thirds majority
- or unanimously hopely - for the subsequent election
direct, if you can do that, then it is up to you.

If you

can't, then you have a problem whether you are going to sit
here, break up, stop the constitution, that you cannot get
on this vital point a two-thirds majority,

then you can say

we have a two-thirds majority on the election of the first
president and in any case, for an amendment of the consti-

I

I

I
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and then you get that consensus if it is necessary.

That

is the way I see your present dilemma.
CHAIRMAN:

When you talk about the 1982 Principles, whereby

it implies that you must elect the two, are you saying that
if you wanted the president or executive to be elected also
by Parliament, that they wouldn't have stated "and to elect
the president from amongst the members".

When they are

taking two, what does it mean?
PROF WIECHERS:

It doesn't say two.

It says executive and

legislative branches will be constituted by periodic and
genuine elections which will be held by secret vote.
the condition is secret elections periodic.

So,

It doesn't say

elections direct or indirect, but he must be elected in a
certain way and this is very obvious.

What they don't want

in the 1982 Principles is a head of state that is not elected or a head of state that is appointed in some other
position through not elections or a head of state that remains there and whose position is not dependent on regular
and periodic and free and secret elections.
PROF ERASMUS:

Let me also try to define the problem as I

see it, because this is clearly a decision of principle,
you will have to take that decision and you will have to
implement the system.

I do not want to repeat, but two

things will have to be decided:

election of the president

and his position in the constitutional system.

As far as

the election part of the problem is concerned, there are
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the first president and then subsequent to

that, the subsequent elections.

I get the feeling that you

want to take as your guiding principle what is contained in
the 1982 Principles.

The 1982 Principles are there for

every one of this committee to read.

At two points in that

particular paragraph reference is made to elections, and at
both points the reference is to two elections.
indication whether it is indirect or direct.

There is no
On the other

hand, there cannot be an indirect election of the electorate body.

So if that is the indication of what is meant

by the way in which that term is used here, you can give
some weight to that, it is for you to decide.

As far as

the constitutional place of the president is concerned, I
have heard many statements to the effect that you want it
to be in the true fashion

~f

separation of powers, where

the president will be separate and like in the American
system separation of powers and checks and balances will
determine the constitutional relationship.

Then he will

not be part of parliament, he would have a separate function as head of the executive, there will be checks and
balances in terms of, for example, what they would do to
his budget, the possibility of impeachment, his power to
appoint certain people and of course, one must remember
that separation of powers is also something that covers the
judiciary, the relation between the judiciary, legislature
and the executive.

That is clearly not at all a problem to

have that system adopted and the implication then is a
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head of the executive and has a position different of the
other two bodies of government.

But you have to make the

decision.
I suppose this is is a document which has

DR TJIRIANGE:

been given to the lawyers, and in article 31 it says that
the first president shall be elected by a simple majority,
etc.

So it means the instructions were actually pertain-

ing to the first president, there was no confusion on that.
It means the instruction was clear.
PROF WIECHERS:

It is quite true, but how do you formulate?

Say for instance we wrote the first election will take
place in this manner, subsequent elections will be
(Interjection)

Do you think that will be accepted?

a practical problem.
MR MUDGE:

It is

How do you formulate such a thing.

That was not the idea to formulate it that way,

it was not your instructions.
MR RUKOR0:

0

I must really in all honesty take full res-

ponsibility for the mess we are finding ourselves in today,
because I suspect that what we are discussing here basically was a compromise arrangement which mainly was advanced by myself.

As I remember there were two extreme posi-

tions regarding the president:

The one advanced by the

Swapo-delegation basically asking for a run-away president,
whereas the other parties felt that they wanted the prime
ministerial system, and I think that is where I came in
with both my written submission as well as my oral submis-
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creature of a parliamentary president.
thing has serious problems.

Obviously this

The questions raised by Mr

Katjiuongua here, relating to the implications of president dissolving parliament and he is part of parliament and
therefore dissolving himself, the questions of separation
of power in so far as the 1982 Principles are concerned, as
well as the one raised by Mr Biwa of having a head of state
in parliament and therefore necessarily being a partymember, all these are really matters which we did not speaking for myself - take into consideration when we were
trying to come up with this type of compromise.

I think

the overriding consideration at that point was simply to
prevent having - for want of a better term - what we call a
run-away president, a president out of reach of his House
and the legislature and now that we have, as part of this
draft constitution, article 31(7), which basically gives
parliament an overriding power to check the president, to
correct, to review, to reverse whatever he has done, I
think that is a crucial power, similarly to the extent that
we say if the president is not part of parliament and
therefore the prime minister and his cabinet are the people
who are taking care of his policies in parliament, then I
think through the device of the vote of no-confidence, that
is again one way of getting at the president in an indirect
sort of way if we really have something substantial that we
want to address.

So, I think those two things combined,
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as well as the overriding power of parliament to simply
review, reverse and correct, etc., whatever presidential
act or decision,

I think those also provide a basis for re-

considering, in the light of today's discussion,

the con-

stitutional place of the president, but I personally would
think that this is something that we can really sleep on.
Some of us must take fresh instructions from our own parties on this thing, because I think it is clear that we
reached some compromise solution on which we reported to
our parties in the caucusses, and if at all we have to kind
of reconsider this thing, it is only fair that we basically
go back to them in a matter of hours and tomorrow resume
debate on this question.
MR MUDGE:

It's not that easy.

MR RUKORO:

I am saying that is the minimum.

In other

words, we cannot be expected to change positions here.
MR RUPPEL:

I want to address myself to the basic document

on which we operated and that is the 1982 Principles.
First of all one must see this document also in a historical context.
agreement.

The 1982 Principles in itself is a compromise
We all know who the parties were who were in-

volved in this whole thing and what is clear is that the
reason why there is this stating of two different elections
in relation to the legislative and in relation to the executive could very well have been because of Swapo's position at that stage already.

I don't think it is binding on
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today, but I just want to give some historical perspective
and suggest some reason why there is maybe this specific
reference to two elections for these two institutions.

But

then Prof Erasmus was indicating, from an objective reading of the document without reference to its historical
context,

that what was intended is two direct elections,

because one of them is direct and if the other one was
intended to be indirect, it should have been said so.
hasn't been said.

It

But I say that it goes a bit further.

In principle B.3 it refers on two occasions to two separate
elections, and then it goes on and says "but how are these
periodic and genuine elections to be held" and it says in
paragraph 4 the electoral system which would be employed
for these election will be- consistent with the principles
in A.l above.
says:

If we go back to A.l the relevant part there

"Every adult Namibian will be eligible to vote."

So, with all respect,

I think as far as the first president

is concerned there can be a transitional arrangement which
can be reflected in the constitution on the lines restated
by Mr Angula earlier in these discussions today.

But I

think as far as the second and further presidents are
concerned there is a strong argument to be made out on objective reading of the 1982 Principles that that should be
by direct election.
MR BARNES:

I

just want to ask a question.

The document

that the last speaker now read, does he give the impression
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that there is - in Afrikaans -

~

oorwig van waarskynlikhede

wat ingelees kan word?
MR RUPPEL:

Our experts have been interpreting acts of par-

liament, all sorts of legislative things and I think they
are better equipped.
MR BARNES:

But the submission that the honourable member

makes gives the impression that there are different interpretations that can be read into the document.

That leaves

the 1982 Principles open to everybody to give a different
interpretation, with due respect.
MR MUDGE:

The question I will ask tomorrow is whether it

is only a matter of deciding on the different ways of
elections or whether this is going to have an effect on all
the other provisions of the constitution.
effect on the powers of the president?
more or less of a run-away president?

Will it have an

Will it be making
When we discussed

the rest of the constitution we always had in mind the way
in which the president was elected and the fact that he was
accountable to parliament.

If we change that, then we

have to reconsider the whole constitution.
MR RUPPEL:

The lawyers must answer that question because

it is really a legal question.
MR MUDGE:

No,

CHAIRMAN:

The other question is also, if want to put it in

you know the powers of the president.

the historical context of that debate and the compromises
made,

that some people made compromises, hoping that there

will be no second house.

So we also agreed to a second

- 161 house for another checks and balances.

So we should not be

in a vacuum, we should go to the context of the debate.
COMMITTEE ADJOURNED
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